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1) Executive summary
PerMed is a Coordination and Support Action (CSA) of 27

achieved only if all stakeholders, including patients and

partners representing key decision makers in research and

healthcare professionals, are empowered and develop

research policy, industry, healthcare and patient organi-

the required awareness about PM. The crucial first step is

sations (www.permed2020.eu). The consortium received

to provide the best available evidence that supports the

funding from the European Union’s Seventh Framework

clinical and personal utility of PM, as well as its economic

Programme for research; technological development and

value to health systems, and to enable better understan-

demonstration to generate a Strategic Research and Inno-

ding of how the changes brought by PM will impact pub-

vation Agenda (SRIA) with general recommendations and

lic health for the benefit of individual citizens and society

research activities which could foster the further imple-

(recommendations 1,4). Models that enable sharing, ow-

mentation of Personalised Medicine (PM).

nership and the development of a sense of responsibility
towards personal health data, as well as the improvement

PM approaches, particularly for diagnosis and treatment of

of PM health literacy, will need to be generated along with

cancer and rare diseases, are already being implemented.

suitable common principles, appropriate policy and regu-

However, development and implementation of PM appro-

latory frameworks (2,5,7). Public engagement in PM can

aches for other diseases and many aspects of healthcare

be increased by enabling citizens to become actively in-

delivery is still far from being a reality. Thus further PM

volved in all phases of research and development (‘citizen

implementation will need a paradigm shift for all citizens,

science’), and the introduction of mobile health applica-

researchers and national healthcare systems. Taking into

tions will facilitate data generation about the safety and

account that PM can only be successfully implemented

effectiveness of interventions (3,6).

when handled as a truly cross-sectoral topic, this document integrates the perspective of experts across the entire healthcare value chain. This SRIA is based on an analysis
of important recent strategic reports as well as interviews

Challenge 2 – Integrating Big Data
and ICT Solutions

and consultations with experts and representatives of all
relevant sectors important to the implementation of PM.

The development of PM will rely heavily on integrated

Based on recent and future developments, the SRIA con-

‘big data’ analytics and ICT solutions to generate the re-

tains 35 recommendations (each is numbered, and the

quired knowledge and infrastructure to support the new

relevant recommendations for each challenge area are

approaches. Technologies for data capture and manage-

shown in parentheses below and Annex A) clustered un-

ment and development of high quality databases will

der five challenges. The SRIA also presents nine prioritised

be instrumental, but there will also be a requirement for

recommendations, which have the highest potential im-

strategies to make sense of this big data for known and

pact and outcome in facilitating the introduction of PM for

future purposes (8,9,10). Translational research infrastruc-

the benefit of patients, citizens and society as a whole (see

tures and data harmonisation of structured, semi-struc-

the paragraph Looking Forward below).

tured and unstructured data will be a central component
of such strategies and should lead to new analytical methods and modelling approaches as well as innovative

Challenge 1 – Developing Awareness and Empowerment

decision support tools such as in silico simulations to
support physicians’ decisions (11,12,13). To integrate all
these aspects, further European big data and ‘big science’

With the advent of PM, the role of caregivers and pati-

frameworks need to be created and supported by suitab-

ents will evolve. Successful implementation of PM will be

le legislation (14).
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Challenge 3 – Translating Basic to
Clinical Research and Beyond

all stakeholders, including regulators, funders and innovators, providing guidance for companies to enter the
market for PM (23,26,28). As is the case for the research

In order for PM to reach its anticipated impact on human

continuum, partnerships and innovation networks need

health and wellbeing, translation of discoveries and com-

to encourage cross-disciplinary and cross-border collabo-

munication across the continuum of research are requi-

ration, and these would benefit from a transparent ‘open

red. This starts with the integration of all ‘omics’ data to

Innovation’ approach (27). Finally, research on appropria-

generate and implement meaningful interventions. Such

te policy, regulatory and legal frameworks would ensure

processes should be supported by re-classifying disea-

that the new challenges associated with PM are adequa-

ses at the molecular level and by developing preclinical

tely addressed from these perspectives (25).

models to validate hypotheses resulting from molecular
analyses (15,16,21). A Europe-wide process to evaluate
and validate biomarkers, together with longitudinal and
in-depth studies to further characterise diseases and their

Challenge 5 – Shaping Sustainable
Healthcare

progression would support on-going efforts towards this
integration and re-classification (18,19). The development

PM needs to rely on a knowledgeable healthcare system

of new clinical trial designs that are adapted to these new

that is able to adapt to these new approaches in a timely

approaches and the integration of preclinical testing with

and socially acceptable way, and that enables the partici-

innovative clinical trials may further improve the effective-

pation of all stakeholders to increase PM’s effectiveness

ness of interventions (20). Collaborative pre-competitive

and efficiency. The starting point for this requirement is

and trans-disciplinary research and cross-sector collabo-

the development of training programmes on PM for he-

rations need to be promoted and supported by suitable

alth professionals, and promoting the engagement and

funding mechanisms in order to truly bridge all steps of

close collaboration of all stakeholders, including patients

the PM research continuum (17,22).

(31,33). Patients and the citizen will play an increasingly
important role in adopting and controlling the use of
data from electronic health records and in developing

Challenge 4 – Bringing Innovation
to the Market

prospective surveillance and monitoring systems for personal health data (30,32). To ensure the effectiveness of
the healthcare system, health economics research rela-

Bringing innovative PM solutions to the market presents a

ting to PM needs to be supported. In addition a flexible

new set of challenges, including the issue of uncertainty.

framework for pricing and reimbursement equitable for

There will be opportunities to support the development

all patients needs to be developed (29,34), leading to an

of new risk-based approaches for the evaluation of PM in

overall healthcare financing strategy that covers all as-

a context that encourages systematic early dialogue with

pects of PM (35).
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Looking Forward
Although five distinct challenges have been described,

•

Promote the development of high quality sustain-

most of the recommendations pertain to more than one

able databases including clinical, environmental,

challenge. This SRIA should therefore be seen as a who-

social, health and wellbeing information (■ 10).

le that is seeking to address these multiple challenges,
and to build on the numerous opportunities offered by

•

Support translational research infrastructures and

PM. The SRIA also presents nine prioritised recommen-

enforce data harmonisation fostered by specific ICT

dations, which have the highest potential impact and

infrastructures designed to health data (■ 11).

outcome in facilitating the introduction of PM for the
benefit of patients, citizens and society as a whole.

•

Develop new decision support tools and methodologies of ICT to analyse and interpret data in order

These prioritised recommendations are to:

to support physicians and other key stakeholders in
their decision-making process (■ 13).

•

Demonstrate the impact and potential benefits of
PM for health systems, citizens and society by sup-

•

Develop methods to better integrate and evalua-

porting public health evaluations to assist decisi-

te the information provided by genomic, epige-

on-making and develop appropriate, equitable and

netic, transcriptomic, proteomic, metabolomic and

sustainable access for all patients (recommenda-

micro-biome analyses (■ 15).

tions ■ 1, ■ 4, ■ 29, ■ 34).
•
•

Support development of new clinical trial designs

Incorporate patient participation and responsibility

taking into account best available evidence on the

in all phases of research and development in the he-

individual level and promote integration with con-

althcare system and in the ownership and control of

comitant preclinical testing (■ 20).

personal health data (■ 2, ■ 6).
•
•

Encourage a systematic early dialogue between in-

Develop common principles and regulatory fra-

novators, citizens and decision-makers throughout

meworks that enable sharing of personal data for

all regulatory steps to provide guidance and clarity

research in a way that is ethical and acceptable to

(■ 26).

patients and the public (■ 7).
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2) Background
Introduction: Personalised Medicine (PM) represents

deliver a Strategic Research and Innovation Agenda (SRIA).

one of the most innovative new concepts in healthcare. It

The aim is to develop recommendations to foster the im-

holds real promise for more effective early diagnosis and

plementation of PM in relation to research funding, the

more effective and less toxic treatments for patients, for

present and future potential of health systems, and, most

improved medical services to citizens, and for improving

importantly, the benefit that can accrue to the citizen. Gi-

the overall health of the population. As such, PM can ser-

ven that PM is such a cross-sectoral topic an attempt was

ve as a potent engine to help drive economic growth. Ho-

made to integrate the perspectives of experts across the

wever, the realisation of the full potential of PM requires

entire healthcare value chain, beginning with the citizen

close collaboration between all stakeholders. These inclu-

and patient, through researchers and manufacturers of

de researchers, clinicians, research institutions, healthcare

drugs and medical devices, and finally to healthcare provi-

providers, research and technological development (RTD)

ders, regulatory bodies and governmental agencies. Alto-

funding agencies, public health agencies, policy makers,

gether 27 organisations from 14 countries across Europe

industry, regulatory authorities, health insurers and, cruci-

and beyond have contributed directly to this document,

ally, the citizen. PM is already finding its way into a number

making this SRIA quite comprehensive and unique.

of specific clinical applications. Lung cancer, for example, is
one disease in which enormous progress has been made

The SRIA identifies research topics and poses relevant

in this regard. Personalised cancer therapy is based on the

questions that need to be addressed in order to achieve

concept of ‘oncogene addiction’ and uses the vulnerability

the successful implementation of PM. Specifying the chal-

of molecularly defined tumour subgroups to specific inhi-

lenges and obstacles that will be faced by researchers,

bitors. In comparison to chemotherapy a substantially im-

industry, policy makers and healthcare providers will faci-

proved outcome is described in an increasing number of

litate the development of strategies and the identification

cancer entities with this approach. However, as things pre-

of solutions to overcome these challenges and obstacles

sently stand, the full potential of PM cannot be realised for

in a timely manner. The intention of the recommenda-

a number of reasons. These include fragmentation of Euro-

tions is to enable funders, insurers, policy-makers, provi-

pean efforts, nationally and regionally restricted activities,

ders and researchers to take evidence-based decisions on

and a lack of concerted approaches in the different areas

how they can best allocate their resources for the benefit

of PM. In addition, definitions and assessments of PM can

of citizens and patients. An additional benefit is that an

differ widely, depending on factors such as scientific evi-

innovation-driven healthcare system is one of the biggest

dence, the particular professional context, personal experi-

driving forces not only for a competitive healthcare indus-

ence or values, and differing applied quality standards. Th-

try but also other industries and the wider economy.

erefore, in order to advance PM, it is paramount to achieve
strategic interaction between key European players. These

Methodology (see also figure 1): The methodology used

include decision-makers in diverse scientific disciplines,

to produce this SRIA was based on a systematic analysis of

research policy and funding, patient interest groups, dif-

published key reports as well as on direct contact with ex-

ferent national healthcare systems, regulatory and govern-

perts and representatives of all relevant sectors responsib-

mental bodies and private enterprise. Only then can a well

le for research and implementation of PM. An inventory of

balanced and successful development of PM be achieved.

activities and key players was established and a dialogue
platform for stakeholders in PM was set up. Current gaps

Objective: This document is based on the work of the

and needs for the implementation of PM strategies were

PerMed consortium, a Coordination and Support Action

identified. The details of this approach have also been pu-

(CSA) financed by the European Commission in order to

blished (Annex 10A, references 20 and 21) and presented
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at the PerMed workshops in Berlin and the European He-

payers and insurers, service providers and healthcare pro-

alth Forum Gastein (EHFG, October 2014). In summary the

fessionals, and citizens/patients). For the first workshop

approach was as follows.

(Berlin, March 2014) the inventory of recommendations
prepared from the strategic reports was merged and up-

Evaluation of strategic reports and identification of

dated with the results of the semi-structured interviews.

stakeholders (see Annex B): The European Commission

The workshop was attended by around 90 participants. In

and other collaborating bodies have organised conferen-

the keynote presentations from European and internatio-

ces to tackle the challenges of PM. In addition, key Europe-

nal high-level stakeholders participants were introduced

an organisations and institutions have published reports,

to the topic and made familiar with the results of the ana-

guidelines and roadmaps. Over 20 strategic reports on PM

lysis so far. The four sessions served as a discussion plat-

have been analysed by the PerMed consortium via a SWOT

form to prioritise the respective recommendations within

(Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats) and a

the four identified areas. On the second day the outcomes

‘gaps and needs’ approach. From this analysis an inventory

of the sessions were presented and discussed with the

of recommendations was prepared and grouped into key

entire audience to ensure that cross-sectoral issues were

areas. Stakeholders in important areas of research and im-

adequately addressed. (Links to the lectures and sessi-

plementation of PM were identified from these strategic

ons of this workshop can be found in Chapter 8C and on:

reports as well as by nomination from the 27 PerMed part-

http://www.permed2020.eu/1408.php).

ners. These stakeholders were invited to the PerMed workshops and/or participated in semi-structured interviews. In

For the second workshop (EHFG, Bad Hofgastein, October

order to cover the entire healthcare value chain attention

2014) the recommendations were updated based on the

was paid to balance the input from all relevant sectors.

results of the previous workshop, and experts were selected to ensure balanced coverage between the different

Concept of semi-structured interviews with stakeholders:

research areas and type of research, as well as a balan-

Key individuals from the stakeholder list were selected

ced regional distribution. This workshop was embedded

for semi-structured interviews on important issues of PM.

into the conference of the European Health Forum Ga-

The selection of experts interviewed has been balanced

stein (EHFG) 2014, enabling the recommendations to be

on the basis of their respective research field, their func-

revised and discussed with the target audience of policy

tion, their gender and their geographic distribution. The

makers (of around 120 participants, Links to the lectures

semi-structured interviews focused on SWOT and gaps

of this workshop can be found in Chapter 8C and on the

and needs analyses. Interviews were conducted either fa-

PerMed webpage)

ce-to-face or over the phone. In total 35 experts from the
following four areas were interviewed: (1) basic research

Dialogue platform exclusively for funding organisa-

and new technologies, (2) translational research, (3) regu-

tions – ‘Round Table PerMed’: As part of the dialogue

lation and reimbursement, and (4) healthcare systems in

platform the PerMed ‘Round Table PerMed’ was set up. The

general. All final interview summaries were approved by

Round Table is a forum for ministries and funding organi-

the respective experts.

sations to exchange information about on-going and designated measures, as well as national and regional strate-

Dialogue platform for PerMed partners and stakehol-

gic agendas and interests. Based on this activity and the

ders – workshops in Berlin and at the European He-

workshop results, the Round Table identified running and

alth Forum Gastein (EHFG, see also chapter 8c): Two

planned PM activities by a survey and some of the SRIA’s

workshops were organised to connect key players and

priorities. It proposed common activities and potenti-

stakeholders in the different areas of PM across Europe

al joint funding in PM research, as well as opportunities

and beyond (e.g. governmental and funding bodies, rese-

for the alignment of existing regional, national, European

archers, the private sector, regulators and policy-makers,

and, where possible, international strategies.
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External validation of SRIA by experts in the different

allow further refinement of the recommendations. Com-

areas of PM: After the compilation and revision of the re-

ments and input from over 25 experts (see Chapter 8B)

commendations arising from the workshops, a consultation

covering the entire healthcare value chain were integrated

process within the scientific community was initiated to

into the SRIA.

Evaluation of
Personalised Medicine
(PM) Reports (over 20)

Interviews with PM
Stakeholders
(around 40)

PerMed Partners
(27)

Further input
e. g. Publications
and Meetings on PM

Workshop 1, Berlin
~ 90 participants

Workshop 2, Gastein
EHFG Forum 4 ~ 120 participants

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Basic Research & New Technologies
Translational Research
Regulation, Reimbursement & Market access
Health System in general
PM in Europe & Canada
HTA and Citizens perspective

Patient involvement
General Practitioner (GP)
Hospitals
Legal & Ethical aspects
Rare Diseases (example)
Nutrition & life style (example)

SRIA Recommendations to:
European Commission
Member States

Research Communities
Industry

Funding and Regulatory Bodies
Providers

Figure 1 Process of developing the PerMed Strategic Research and Innovation Agenda (SRIA)
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3) Introduction to the five challenges
Challenges: PM in Europe requires strategic arrangeDefinition of PM: There is not yet a common, gene-

ments in academic, public health and industrial research,

ral definition of PM. This SRIA has adopted the recent

along with organisational changes in national healthcare

definition used by the Horizon2020 advisory group:

systems. Key issues include: the establishment of a strong

‘Personalised Medicine refers to a medical model

culture of collaboration between all relevant research

using characterisation of individuals’ phenotypes and

areas in a true public–private partnership, the adaptation

genotypes (e.g. molecular profiling, medical imaging,

of regulatory frameworks (e.g. for data protection, phar-

lifestyle data) for tailoring the right therapeutic stra-

maceutical innovation and in healthcare/health insuran-

tegy for the right person at the right time, and/or to

ce), and the provision of tools and the development of

determine the predisposition to disease and/or to de-

new approaches such as Health Data Cooperatives (HDCs)

liver timely and targeted prevention’ (see Annex B, 19)

to facilitate the adaptation of healthcare systems. PM will
on the one hand go beyond the current broad definition
of diseases: it identifies sub-types of diseases, assesses

The future vision is to move towards prevention and pre-

the characteristics of each person, and ultimately allows

diction. PM can be achieved through different approaches:

selection of the most appropriate course of action for a

(1) stratification at the population or cohort level using bio-

specific combination of disease and patient characteri-

markers and based on traditional statistics, and (2) truly PM

stics. On the other hand, diseases that display rather diffe-

using omics and related technologies (e.g. imaging) and

rent symptoms and characteristics might turn out to have

based on computer models and simulations such as the

a common molecular cause. To exploit the full potential

‘Virtual Patient’ or other in silico models. It is likely that a

of PM it will therefore be necessary to develop a new de-

combination of the two modalities will enhance the poten-

finition of disease, and to take into account the person’s

tial of PM. Moreover, PM will serve to improve the sustain-

individual lifestyle as well as other environmental factors

ability of healthcare systems. By compiling data profiles of

or health determinants. These developments are occur-

wider populations and individuals, it will become possible

ring alongside a growing involvement of patient and ci-

to better predict the best course of treatment or preventi-

tizen interests, the increased role of patient advocacy and

on for each citizen, thereby introducing a radically different

support groups, the ubiquitous availability of information

approach to healthcare on a broad scale. The approach has

through the internet and the consequent rise in health li-

the potential to offer medium- and long-term gains – to

teracy of patients and citizens. These trends are likely to

patients and to society – and should significantly outweigh

change the way that healthcare clients and providers in-

the required initial investment. PM requires stratification of

teract in the future, and this will require the definition of

patients into subgroups (‘top-down’) as well as ‘bottom-up’

new responsibilities and financial models.

big data analytics of personal data in which the effects of
a particular treatment protocol and prevention strategies

Objective: The generation of best available evidence in

can be assessed based on distinct diagnostic parameters.

highly stratified patient groups and in single individuals

Swift, top-down biomarker-based stratification requires

will create new challenges for health research, the latter

the enrolment of a sufficient number of patients. This can

being defined as the entire range of research along the

only be achieved when standard protocols with regard to

healthcare value chain. This includes not only basic and

diagnostic tests and treatment are used in treatment cent-

translational research, but also research relating to regu-

res; these centres can then serve as partners jointly execu-

latory aspects, new flexible health technology assessment

ting a particular trial. This requires appropriate organisatio-

(HTA) frameworks including ethical, economic, legal and

nal alignment at all levels and ample patient buy-in.

social aspects, comparative effectiveness, implementation

9

in health systems, public health and healthcare systems,

that these should be formulated as recommendations.

as well as intelligent and adapted business models. This

Five main challenges were identified, and each recom-

is why the aim of the CSA PerMed goes one step beyond

mendation has been assigned to a given challenge.

most other initiatives and is unique in this regard. CSA

■ Challenge 1 – Developing Awareness and

partners as well as all workshop and PerMed Round Table
participants have discussed specific joint actions either in

Empowerment

of PM implementation, such as funding vehicles to foster

■ Challenge 2 – Integrating Big Data and ICT Solutions
■ Challenge 3 – Translating Basic to Clinical

the translation of PM in Europe. The PerMed consortium

Research and Beyond

research or other factors affecting the overall framework

■ Challenge 4 – Bringing Innovation to the Market
■ Challenge 5 – Shaping Sustainable Healthcare

took the view that potential joint actions in PM need to be
guided by validated research questions and activities, and

2

Data and ICT

Policy, Funders, Researchers,
Industry, Ethics/Data commitees,
Patients/Citizens

Policy, Patients/Citizens,
Industry, Funders,
Researchers

1

3

Citizens and
Patients

Policy, Providers,
Health Technology
Assessments,
Insurances,
Patients/Citizens

Research
Efforts

Innovations
in Diagnosis, Therapy,
Prevention & ICT
with Economic Value
and Fair Access

5

Health
Systems

4

Market
Access

Industry, Policy,
Regulators,
Funders,
Researchers,
Patients/Citizens

Policy, Industry,
Health Technology
Assessments,
Regulators
Providers,
Researchers,
Patients/Citizens

Figure 2 Circle of Challenges with important enablers and stakeholders. The overall aim of PM research and implementation is in
the centre of the circle. Furthermore, there are manifold interrelations between the five challenges; these have not been indicated
in order to keep the clearness of the figure.
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The very nature of PM implies that research questions

been assigned to the activity deemed to have the major

and the resulting recommendations inevitably cut

share.

across different challenge areas, and sometimes even
across all of them. For the ease of readability of this SRIA,
any given recommendation has been ascribed only to

The colour-coding is as follows:

one appropriate challenge. This is not meant to imply
that the particular recommendation may not be equal-

Recommendations on biomedical, health-related

ly relevant to other challenge areas. Recommendations

ICT and health research

are linked with on-going activities and best-practice
examples in EU Member States as well as enablers for

Recommendations on humanities and social scien-

future activities where possible. All recommendations

ces research

have been colour-coded according to the activities referred to, which are grouped into three broad areas. Ho-

Recommendations to improve the framework for

wever, many recommendations do have a share in two

implementing PM (e.g. economic, organisational,

or sometimes all three types of activity (see also figure

regulatory, ethical, legal and social)

3 in chapter 5). In these cases, the recommendation has
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4) Challenges for the further implementation of Personalised Medicine
Challenge 1 – Developing Awareness and Empowerment

tive Pathways to Patients) represents a first and welcome
step in this direction. For moves in this direction to bear
fruit, it will be important for citizens and patient advocacy

Introduction

organisations to be involved in relevant discussions from

The concept of PM will bring fundamental changes to

the outset, because such an approach creates new chal-

our understanding of health, disease and care. Instead of

lenges in the areas of patient information, data protection

merely treating a disease, a shift to a more holistic appro-

and data ownership. In this context, activities in two broad

ach is expected and needed. It seems likely that PM will

areas are needed if PM is to reach its full potential:

increasingly be delivered in an out-patient setting, which
will increase the patient’s need for well-coordinated mul-

Awareness – It is vital that all stakeholders, including the

tidisciplinary care, side effect management, and access to

citizen, fully understand the concept of PM. This compels

information about, for example, expert centres, diseases,

us to discuss, establish and disseminate the applications,

specific treatments, companion diagnostics and therapy

challenges and benefits of PM in a fully transparent, con-

adherence. More personalised therapies may mean that

sensus-orientated process. In order to do this, it will be

patients feel more ‘left alone’, becoming responsible them-

fundamental to establish shared practices and a com-

selves for managing complex treatment regimens, which

munication network. Furthermore this will depend on an

may in turn influence their adherence. In addition they may

adapted communication between citizens, patients and

need support from patient advocacy groups and to be in

general practitioners (GP) as well as other caregivers and

touch with patients with the same disease who are being

health care provider’s.

treated in a similar personalised setting. Furthermore, a
move towards more preventive approaches to healthcare

Empowerment – Providers in the health sector, citizens,

is expected and needed. Such preventive measures will

patients and patient organisations should be able to make

rely substantially on the active participation of citizens,

the best use of the tools of PM. This includes better and

who not only will need to collect data and make the infor-

wider use of PM in diagnostics, a deeper development of

mation available, but also to own and control the personal

ICT tools, new systematic approaches to patient informa-

data. This approach can only be successful if citizens, pati-

tion and patient consent, the integrative support of both

ents and healthcare professionals are aware of the concept

basic and translational research, and a ‘coordinated care’

and the potential of PM, both in terms of its benefits and

approach for the benefit of patients. Networks of stake-

challenges, and are capable and willing to support its im-

holders, researchers, clinicians and patients/citizens who

plementation. An important aspect of genomics, nutrition,

share best practices and effective communication strate-

environment and lifestyle within a PM approach is to esta-

gies will be crucial to achieve empowerment and thereby

blish correlations between similar alterations in the genetic

facilitate informed decisions.

codes and epigenomic signatures of each patient and citizen, with the possibility of identifying the origin of certain

Targeted achievements until 2020 and beyond – Re-

diseases at the earliest possible time during the life-course

commendations

to enable early secondary prevention. In addition, the study of genomics can provide information about an individual’s reaction to a particular pharmaceutical product. This in-

1. Provide further evidence for the benefit delivered by PM to health systems.

formation can guide the optimisation of treatment for the
patient – this field being termed pharmacogenomics. The

There is a need for further evidence about the clinical and

European regulatory approach of MAPPs (Medicine Adap-

personal utility as well as economic value of PM and its

12

benefits compared to standard practice. It is crucial to

for cooperative members by the control of their personal

provide such evidence, so that health ministries and other

data could be the new driver for the implementation of

deciders can make PM a priority area and support natio-

a more effective data-driven personalised healthcare sys-

nal and local initiatives for research that demonstrates the

tem. Feasibility studies carefully weighing the pros and

proof of concept of PM. Once clinical and personal utility

cons of this option will support decision-makers in this

as well as economic sustainability are proven in a precisely

sensitive field. These developments should be supported

defined indication, a strategy for the communication and

in the light of a holistic approach carefully avoiding the

dissemination of the possibilities, challenges and potenti-

risk that the citizen might only be seen as a ‘sum of data’.

al benefits of PM needs to be developed.

One example could be feasibility studies on health data
cooperatives with an assessment of ethical, legal and soci-

2. Develop and promote models for individual
responsibility, ownership and sharing of per-

al implications comparing different European healthcare
system settings.

sonal health data.
3. Develop mobile health applications to maxiPM will generate significant quantities of data about an

mise engagement of patients with their treat-

individual. An appropriate data ownership framework for

ment pathways and track the safety and effec-

patients will therefore be needed, especially given that

tiveness of these interventions.

these data – as an entity – will have a high scientific value
as well as increasing economic value and will raise inte-

Further development of IT applications and adequate

rest from private industry. For this reason, issues relating

interfaces is needed to enable the use of smartphones,

to data ownership, storage, handling, editing, sharing,

tablets, other mobile services, ‘smart home’ and tele-he-

controlling and access regulations have to be addressed.

alth systems for the different user groups, such as citizens,

Questions such as “Should it be possible to remove past

patients and GPs (e.g. mHealth). Existing and new applica-

illnesses and data from your own health records?” must

tions need to be tested in real-life settings to ensure safety

be adequately addressed, as does the medical, legal and

and effectiveness. The implementation of this recommen-

ethical basis for integrating data generated about and by

dation 2 and 3 will strengthen the finality for the patients’

users into health information collected by medical profes-

benefit.

sionals. Additionally, a framework for the management
and communication of predictive information derived

4. Understand how the changes relating to PM

from genomic data needs to be developed. Research into

will impact public health and ensure that they

the construction of national or regional citizen-owned

translate directly to benefits for individual ci-

and citizen-controlled health data cooperatives (HDC),

tizens and society.

in which citizens and patients can securely store, manage and share their data, will benefit healthcare and PM.

PM has the potential to lead to new innovations in health-

Such a system would not only make these data more rea-

care, but will also present challenges in terms of patient

dily available, it would force data out of the incompatible

information, consent, management and care. For this rea-

data silos of national healthcare systems and so improve

son flexible and adaptable guidelines will be needed to

interoperability. Such a cooperative system represents a

ensure that the implementation of PM into the healthca-

possible way for citizens to obtain the true value from the

re system will result in benefits to the patient and citizen.

secondary use of their data for their own health and that

In addition, social and ethical research on the effects of

of society. The cooperatives would compete in the perso-

PM should be supported and integrated as complemen-

nal data market to maximise the scientific and economic

tary projects to proposed translational projects within

value of the data that citizens have agreed to share for the

this SRIA. It is essential that with time the framework can

cooperative’s members. Personal and economic benefits

evolve and incorporate lessons from experiences of the
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various stakeholders; so for example the effect in terms

tient advocacy organisations; 3) supporting lifelong lear-

of justice and fairness in healthcare is difficult to predict

ning and skills to promote good health. Even though this

and the highest attention should be paid to actual effects.

is the case for all interactions with citizens and patients,

Since PM may produce effects that are different in various

the particular nature of PM makes this need especially

social contexts, both conceptual and empirical research is

pressing.

needed.
6. Incorporate patient participation in the healthcare system and increase the patient’s role

5. Improve communication and education stra-

in all phases of research and development.

tegies to increase patient health literacy.
Health literacy is defined as the skills and knowledge of

Citizens and patients are key partners and stakeholders in

the public necessary to understand health information

PM, so PM cannot be fully implemented without a behavi-

and services, including direct communication between

oural change of both citizens/patients and health practi-

patients and health professionals. Health informati-

tioners. Patients and patient advocacy organisations must

on and services are often unfamiliar, complicated and

be involved across the entire development chain of PM

technical, even for people with high levels of education.

as early in the process as possible, including: setting rese-

Moreover, limited health literacy disproportionately af-

arch priorities, clinical trial design and planning (protocol

fects low-socioeconomic and minority groups. As it has

design and review, informed consent), and research con-

been studied by the European Health Literacy Survey

duct and implementation (information to participants,

(HLS-EU, www.health-literacy.eu), health literacy is a re-

trial monitoring, post-study processes, dissemination of

flection of what has been put in place by health systems,

results, health technology assessment, patient access to

patient organisations and health professionals to make

PM).

health information and services understandable and actionable. Very often, professionals, the media, and pub-

7. Develop common principles and legal frame-

lic and private sector organisations deliver information

works that enable sharing of patient-level

in ways that make it difficult to understand and act on,

data for research in a way that is ethical and

or that are even incomplete and inaccurate. Patient ad-

acceptable to patients and the public.

vocacy organisations are often the key parties that have
core experience in meeting the information needs of pa-

There is a need for common principles and policies for the

tients, as well as generating information which is tailored

trans-national sharing of health/clinical data at the level

to and appropriate for the target audience. Furthermore,

of individual citizens/patients. PM requires stratification

health literacy is also based on the interaction between

of patients into subgroups in which the effects of a parti-

the skills of individuals and the requirements and as-

cular treatment protocol or the potential of targeted pre-

sumptions of health and social systems. Consequently,

ventive measures can be assessed. This stratification will

the skill and competence of health professionals, patient

greatly reduce the number of patients within any such

advocacy organisations, media and government and

subgroups. In view of this, international co-operation will

private sector agencies to provide health information in

become increasingly important in order to recruit suffi-

a manner appropriate to their audiences are as equally

cient numbers of patients for the generation of statisti-

important as an individual’s skills. Improved health li-

cally significant evidence about the clinical and personal

teracy of individuals and society can only be achieved

utility as well as economic value of PM approaches and

by a multi-pronged strategy that includes 1) providing

their benefits and superiority to standard practice. Data

everyone with access to accurate and actionable health

protection regulation, invented mainly to protect consu-

information; 2) delivering person-centred, lay-friendly

mers against the misuse of personal data, for example on

health information resources and services involving pa-

the internet, needs to be reviewed critically in the context
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of its detrimental impact on medical research, in order not

Examples of on-going activities

to stifle data collection for research purposes, registries or
cross-border sharing of research data. This may need to

a. Europe

involve a strong voice from patient advocacy groups to
adequately balance the interests of the individual patients

In May 2011 the Health Directorate of the European

and society as a whole.

Commission‘s Directorate General for Research and Innovation organised the conference ‘European Perspectives in Personalised Medicine’, which aimed to take

Key Enablers for Challenge 1

stock of recent achievements in health-related research

Europe: e.g. EC, societies and patient organisations.

leading to PM, and which helped to identify and prio-

Member States: e.g. Ministries of health, finance, re-

ritise future actions needed at the European level. The

search and justice, economy; institutions for public

conference was preceded by a series of preparatory

health and health insurance, medical and scientific so-

workshops on PM held throughout 2010. The work-

cieties, foundations, patient organisations, healthcare

shops (http://ec.europa.eu/research/health/policy-issu-

providers and hospital associations.

es-personalised-medicine_en.html) focused on current

Industry: e.g. patient involvement via EFPIA/IMI.

challenges related to omics research, stratification biomarkers, clinical trials and uptake of PM into healthcare.

Conclusions

In October 2013, the Commission published a staff wor-

Health literacy and patient and citizen empowerment are

king document that describes the progress made in PM,

closely linked and have to be supported in a coordina-

and the opportunities and challenges it presents for he-

ted way. The involvement of patients and patient organi-

althcare systems. The staff working document focuses

sations in tandem with healthcare professional training

on the potential for, and issues with, the use of omics

are the key factors that will enable everyone to have ac-

technologies in PM, and related EU research funding;

cess to accurate and actionable health information and

recent developments in EU legislation for placing me-

person-centred services. This will enable patients and

dicinal products and devices on the market; and factors

citizens not only to take informed decisions within the

affecting the uptake of PM in healthcare systems.

healthcare systems, but also to interact with researchers
(e.g. in delivering patient-level data). But this will only be

EuroBioForum (http://www.eurobioforum.eu/) is an

realised through support for interdisciplinary research

EU-funded European platform created in 2011 to

aimed at identifying and piloting the best channels and

share information about initiatives, activities and the

concepts for education and training of healthcare pro-

main actors in the field of PM, fostering networking,

fessionals and patients. Effectiveness of actions has to be

synergy and knowledge-sharing opportunities. Eu-

tracked closely and adjusted appropriately. Despite all

roBioForum has been a vehicle for maintaining an

the perceived potential benefits of PM, individual citizens

on-going dialogue between researchers and stake-

should still have the option of deciding whether or not

holders, with activities such as the PM observatory

they want to support this approach by providing their

(http://www.eurobioforum.eu/2028/observatory/)

data and using PM themselves, without disadvantage.

annual conferences, thematic meetings and conven-

The incorporation of stakeholder input through various

tions. The EuroBioForum observatory is an online da-

tools is thus central to PM implementation and should be

tabase which presents an overview of initiatives and

seen as an essential feature without which PM cannot de-

provides insights into the key players and main activi-

velop its full social impact.

ties in PM in Europe.
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The EU funded PERSOMED (http://www.perso-med.

mentation across Europe, focusing on the crucial role

eu/) project is an opportunity for companies from

of diagnostics.

Nord-Pas de Calais and Flanders to enhance their competitiveness and innovative capacity within PM. The

The European Association for Predictive, Preventive

activity sectors concerned by this project are thera-

and Personalised Medicine EPMANET (http://www.

peutics and diagnostics.

epmanet.eu/) is an industry-driven organisation comprising national institutions, patient groups, university

There are also a number of important European orga-

research units, state and private hospitals, industrial

nisations aiming to promote the ideas of PM, such as

groups, political representatives and insurance com-

the European Alliance for Personal Medicine (EAPM)

panies to raise awareness and recognition of PM by

and the European Personalised Medicine Association

providing up-to-date information and educational

(EPEMED).

materials as well as promoting research focused on
predictive diagnostics and personalised patient treat-

EAPM (http://www.euapm.eu/) brings together Eu-

ment and standardisation.

ropean healthcare experts and patient advocates involved with major chronic diseases. The aim is to im-

The European Society of Pharmacogenomics and Per-

prove patient care by accelerating the development,

sonalised Therapy (ESPT) (http://www.esptnet.eu/)

delivery and uptake of PM and diagnostics, through

represents 850 members from all European countries,

consensus. EAPM was created as a response to the

working with 22 corporate members from pharma-

need for wider understanding of priorities and a more

ceutical and biotech companies. Twelve scientific

integrated approach among stakeholders. It works on

groups are closely involved with the organisation of

case studies, briefing document for MEPs, education,

meetings, summer schools and work committees.

training and communication to deliver practical policy

Other organisations such as the European Federation

recommendations designed to exploit the potenti-

of Clinical Chemistry and Laboratory Medicine (EFLM)

al of PM to the full. Relevant departments of the EC

(http://www.efcclm.org/) and the International Fe-

have observer status, as does the European Medicines

deration of Clinical Chemistry and Laboratory Medici-

Agency. The EAPM Forum brings all members together

ne (IFCC) (http://www.ifcc.org/) deal with the challen-

to review activity and to direct political strategy. Wor-

ges of PM for laboratory medicine. Recently members

king Groups develop positions on key topics and

of these societies have published an opinion paper

make proposals and recommendations to the Forum.

with a survey on laboratory medicine and PM.

It’s Specialised Treatment for Europe’s Patients: STEPs
campaign, conferences, roundtables, Working Groups,

b. Member States and other countries

plus a Regulatory Affairs Group have raised awareness
of the immense possibilities of PM.

In Germany the Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) is supporting research on ethical, legal

EPEMED (http://www.epemed.org/) is a non-profit or-

and social issues arising from the development of PM

ganisation founded in 2009 by a group of European

with a special focus on patient data.

leaders, including academics, clinicians, SMEs (small
and medium-sized enterprises) biotech companies,

The United Kingdom has the Stratified Medicine Inno-

and major international pharmaceutical and diagno-

vation Platform supported by Innovate UK (formerly

stic companies with extensive expertise in stratified

the Technology Strategy Board, TSB), the Medical Re-

medicine and the application and development of

search Council’s Stratified Medicine Initiative and the

diagnostic tools. EPEMED aims to provide a platform

Stratified Medicine Programme supported by Cancer

for the harmonisation of PM development and imple-

Research UK. Together, these organisations have de-
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veloped the UK Stratified Medicine Roadmap, com-

would be better reflected in regulatory decisions.

prising the following nine themes: 1. Incentivising
adoption; 2. Increasing awareness; 3. Patient recruit-

In Canada, the Canadian Institutes for Health Research

ment – consents and ethics; 4. Clinical trials; 5. Data

(CIHR) and Genome Canada recently launched the Ge-

– collection, management and use; 6. Regulation and

nomics and Personalized Health: 2012 Large-Scale Ap-

standards; 7. Intellectual property; 8. Biobanks and

plied Research Project Competition. A total of 17 pro-

biomarkers; and 9. Increasing the impact of research

jects in various diseases areas were funded through

and development investment.

investments of over 165 MioC$ from federal sources
and partnering organisations. By their completion,

Within the Risks and Benefits Citizens’ Jury Project by the

these projects need to demonstrate the clinical utility

Genetic Alliance UK patient organisations, facilitated by

of PM approaches and contribute to develop a more

the University of Glamorgan, brought together a panel

evidence-based cost-effective healthcare system. In

of 12 jurors from across the UK, either patients themsel-

order to do this, all projects either have an integrated

ves or family members, and presented them with case

Genomics and its Ethical, Environmental, Economic,

studies of new medicines (http://www.geneticalliance.

Legal and Social Aspects (GE3LS) component or are

org.uk/docs/citizens-jury-press-release.pdf). The aim

stand-alone GE3LS projects.

was to see how those directly affected would assess the
risks and benefits of a new medication, and whether

In the United States and internationally the Persona-

their opinion differed from regulators -- essentially as-

lized Medicine Coalition (PMC) (http://www.persona-

king whether patients should be strategically involved

lizedmedicinecoalition.org) is an important platform

in risk–benefit assessments so that their preferences

and stakeholder in the area of PM.
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Challenge 2 – Integrating Big Data
and ICT Solutions

or otherwise remain closely related to barriers such as the
access and deployment of relevant interoperable ICT and
telecom infrastructures, the fragmentation of health sys-

Introduction

tems and services together with the heterogeneity of regu-

The datasets generated by large-scale sequencing and

latory regimes, the lack of significant business and econo-

omics technologies are extensive and when combined

mic cases, and the resistance of end-users to change.

with clinical, imaging, nutritional, life style and environmental exposure data produce truly ‘big data’. Through

One of the challenges of PM is a scientific one that relates

careful integration of all of these data and thorough in-

to our capacity to integrate big data through efficient and

terpretation, the basis of disease stratification as well as

user-friendly ICT solutions and thereby create sustainable

understanding personal health will be achieved; iden-

knowledge. On the other side is a challenge driven by the

tifying patients with the apparent same disease but dif-

business models and the necessarily long time it takes for

ferent prognosis and further investigation of the data at

a product or service to reach the market, together with the

the individual’s genetic level will lead to true PM. The role

associated costs (for example for clinical validation). New

of information and communication technologies (ICT) is

and interesting opportunities are emerging through e-so-

therefore crucial, and recognised as such in a publication

lutions for the health and wellbeing sectors, which may be

of the EC in 2013 on the Use of ‘-omics’ technologies in

subject to less regulation and which have demonstrated

the development of PM (http://ec.europa.eu/health/files/

some major successes on the market (such as ‘connected

latest_news/2013-10_personalised_medicine_en.pdf )

objects’ like a smart watch). These have been able to generate revenues, as well as gaining trust and acceptance

Most of the 35 recommendations in this SRIA are depen-

among users. The same is true for the development and

dent on the efficient use of ICT solutions. These include

introduction of pharmacogenomics into clinics. Develop-

comprehensive cataloguing of high quality biobank speci-

ment of prospective surveillance and monitoring systems

mens and biomarkers, and their use in all large-scale studies

for personal health data will also contribute to the accu-

on patient and population cohorts (‘top-down approach’)

mulation of data on individuals across their life course. This

as well as big data analytics (‘bottom-up approach’). De-

all means that medical practice will become increasingly

velopment of PM is dependent on heterogeneous types

dependent on decision-support mechanisms, which re-

of data: a) data available in various databases (e.g. NCBI,

quires all medical professionals to strengthen their ICT

EMBL-EBI and https://clinicaltrials.gov/), b) data extracted

proficiency. ICT professionals on the other hand need to

from semantic web or images; c) data extracted from vari-

develop easy-to-use interfaces that allow management of

ous ‘internet of things’ objects monitoring health status (e.g.

the underlying complexity of data and make application in

sleep, activity, nutrition); and d) the integration of data from

clinical routine possible. At the same time lay people have

basic and clinical research (e.g. www.guidetopharmacolo-

access to an overwhelming amount of information and

gy.org/). Thus it is not only omics or imaging technologies

misinformation on diseases, their symptoms and potential

that will generate vast amounts of data. The potential of this

treatments, including harmful ones, through the internet.

wealth of information can only be maximised by its integration with information from other sources, such as electronic

So the ICT challenge is multiple. Aspects include: (1) how

health records data from different types of registries and

to store and provide access to huge amounts of human

emerging flows of unstructured data coming from, for ex-

health-related sensitive data under a secure and common

ample, connected objects or social media. Development of

standard; (2) how to optimise and support the compu-

novel ICT solutions for integration of these big data is at the

ting capacity needed to perform the actual computation

very core of introducing PM into healthcare. Even though

of huge datasets taking into account the fact that storage

the launch of translational projects as a main driver for pro-

may be either centralised or decentralised; (3) how to in-

ducts and services development is key, market successes

terrogate such data; and (4) how to link such data to ex-
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perimental data. Furthermore it needs to be determined

•

Create a framework for data usage and connect it to

who finances such activities and who will reap the bene-

a digital environment to facilitate and improve medi-

fits. New solutions, such as cloud computing and secure

cal data sharing while ensuring transparency and data

user authentication, have been developed to cope with

protection.

the multiple ICT challenges in a number of EU- and Mem-

•

Facilitate re-use of data, if possible across Europe.

ber-State-funded consortia. Yet most of these still have to

•

Support an appropriate infrastructure to collect and

demonstrate their applicability, especially in the health

store the huge amount of information generated.

sector. Several EU-funded activities exist in this area; the-

Improve and control data quality and maintenance

se include the Research Data Alliance (RDA), the European

and ensure the appropriateness of related legislati-

Data Infrastructure (EUDAT) and the Committee on Data

on.

for Science and Technology (CODATA). Some public–priva-

•

ve (IMI), such as Electronic Health Records for Clinical Rese-

Involve big data organisations in research, motivate
and stimulate them to invest in research.

te partnership projects of the Innovative Medicines Initiati•

Support storage centres guaranteeing cybersecurity,
e.g. by crypto-computing and software safety.

arch (EHR4CR), are also working towards solutions such as
tools and services for reusing data from electronic health
record systems for clinical research. In addition regional

10. Promote the development of high quality sus-

e-infrastructure networks exist in the ITC domain, such as

tainable databases including clinical, health

the Nordic e-Infrastructure Collaboration (NeIC) facilitating

and wellbeing information.

the development of advanced IT tools and services in areas
of importance to Nordic researchers.

For these databases the citizen’s and patient’s lifecycle
should be considered not only when an episode of severe

Targeted achievements until 2020 and beyond – Re-

or acute disease occurs. This recommendation also inclu-

commendation

des a laboratory quality control nationwide and if possible
Europe-wide. This will produce a setting that is not only

8. Promote strategies to make sense of ‘big data’.

suitable for adequate diagnosis, therapy decision and
care, but also for developing standards in the respective

Existing and emerging multi-scale methods which are in

datasets.

use in other big data areas, for example finance, marketing, aerospace, meteorology, and so forth, need to be ap-

11. Support translational research infrastructures

plied and propagated so as to become standard practice in

and enforce data harmonisation fostered by

health. In addition to bioinformatics, expertise is also nee-

specific ICT infrastructures designed to the he-

ded for modelling, molecular classification and sub-classi-

alth data.

fication of diseases and for designing new approaches for
monitoring disease development and targeting preventi-

The need for translational research infrastructure and

on, as well as for secure storage of sensitive data that can

data harmonisation is not specific for PM, but is nevert-

still be accessed by the research community in the public

heless very urgent in this field. In particular stakeholders

and private sectors.

should:

9. Develop and encourage the fast uptake of tech-

•

nologies for data capture, storage, management and processing.

Give access to data from silos by encouraging and facilitating data sharing.

•

Support and coordinate data harmonisation to enable
the identification of best practice examples as well as

There is a need to promote database-driven research and

guidelines for treating the data generated (e.g. in me-

technologies that reduce costs. In detail this means to:

ta-genomics).
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12. Support analytical methods and modelling

way that data are stored, secured and shared, respec-

approaches to develop new disease models, e.g.

ting the irrevocable rights of patients. Medical doctors

‘Computerised Twins’ or a ‘Virtual Patient’.

and researchers in the public as well as the private sector from each EU country should be able to access data

The use of genomics and molecular data as an individual

collected from across Europe in a way that respects an-

fingerprint can enable the identification in databases of

onymity and confidentiality. This requires the following

another patient who has the same fingerprint (‘electronic

actions:

twin’), whose electronic medical record of natural history
of disease and treatment outcome will help medical de-

•

cision-making through modelling and prediction. Such a
data set can follow the person during the whole life-cour-

and stored.
•

se through the healthcare systems enabling health care
professionals to virtually simulate and optimize treat-

Harmonise the format in which big data are collected
Harmonise clinical records and medical information, if
possible in English.

•

Ensure the interoperability of procedures and IT sys-

ments. In the end, medical decision-making might finally

tems, e.g. by a reference test (regularly referenced and

turn into in silico decision-making.

improved from the latest discoveries) against which all
data will be compared to.

13. Develop new decision support tools and me-

•

In certain cases create centralised databases with no-

thodologies of ICT to analyse and interpret

des distributed in different countries to ensure that

data in order to support physicians in their de-

data are stored and accessed in a standard way (e.g.

cision-making process.

genomes in the European Genome-phenome Archive, EGA).

The introduction of genomic (sequence) and molecular

•

Decide which data will be needed (e.g. genome, epi-

information, and medical as well as real world data into

genome, transcriptome, meta-genome, meta-pro-

medical practice will bring huge amounts of predictive

teome, images or medical records) and for each one

information to physicians. Computerised decision-ma-

decide on the best framework to store and access it.

king tools will be needed to make sense of this increasing
amount of diverse information. Development of these

•

Create a common legislative and ethical framework for
such big data endeavours.

tools will need the following:
•
•

•

Collaboration between clinicians, researchers and ICT

Key Enablers for Challenge 2

specialists.

Europe: e.g. EC, European research infrastructures, lar-

Matching of clinical and genomic and molecular in-

ge consortia/cluster projects, medical and scientific

formation by means of vice-versa exchange between

societies, patient organisations, standardisation au-

laboratory medicine and decision-making in the clinic.

thorities and organisations.

Evaluation of the extent to which this process cont-

Member States: e.g. Ministries of health, research

ributes to the accuracy of the diagnosis/treatment

and justice; institutions for public health and health

scheme, e.g. quality of care, cost-efficiency and

insurance, national computing centres, industry, me-

knowledge gain.

dical and scientific societies, ethics and data committees, patient organisations, hospitals, universities,

14. Create a European ‘big data’ framework and adapt legislation.

public research bodies including systems biology/medicine, research technology organisations.
Industry: e.g. ICT and telecommunication, healthcare

There is a huge need to standardise practices in generating data for medical decisions and also harmonise the

industry, eHealth and mHealth.
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Conclusions

support research on integration and modelling of omics

The increasing amount of available health data will sup-

data via information science and mathematical methods.

port the paradigmatic shift towards preventive strategies. To leverage this huge potential benefit for patients
and citizens, healthcare professionals need to strengthen

a. Europe

their ICT proficiency. In parallel they need suitable decision-support tools with an easy-to-use interface to make

The establishment of the pan-European Research In-

their use in clinical routine possible. Big data organisa-

frastructures (particularly those participating in the

tions need to be motivated and stimulated to invest in

European Strategy Forum on Research Infrastructures

ICT-related biomedical research. This has to be flanked by

– ESFRI roadmaps 2006, 2008 and 2010) has introduced

efforts towards incentivising ICT harmonisation across lar-

an important group of new actors for the provision of

ge translational research and healthcare infrastructures.

infrastructure services in the fields of biological infor-

The aim should be to not only trigger and support this

mation and data storage (ELIXIR), biobanking (BBM-

process nationally but at the European level where ESFRIs

RI-ERIC), translational research (EATRIS-ERIC), clinical

are paving the way. Furthermore, analytical methods and

trials (ECRIN-ERIC), structural biology (Instruct), animal

modelling approaches should be developed to make use

models (Infrafrontier), biological and medical imaging

of individual datasets and support the decision-making

(Euro-BioImaging), chemical biology (EU-Openscreen),

process.

and so on. These infrastructures are primarily joint activities of Member States but are also supported by the
EC in the preparatory phase. Essentially all ESFRI rese-

Examples of on-going activities

arch infrastructures are involved in the production of
big data in support of research and PM; thus they are

It is almost impossible to envisage the development of PM

also major players in standardisation, harmonisation

without digitised information. Electronic health records are

and interoperability of big data generated by the re-

being introduced into public and private healthcare in most

search infrastructures and communities. Large ‘cluster’

Member States. Laboratory tests and medical images are

projects, such as BioMedBridges, funded by the EC, play

stored in digital health records. Population/patient-derived

an important role in coordinating the big data gene-

samples can be collected into biobanks, where analytical

rated by the ESFRI research infrastructures. Thus ESFRI

data derived from the specimens are also being stored. For

infrastructures and BioMedBridges play an increasingly

research purposes biobanked samples throughout Europe

important structuring, harmonising and standardising

are being catalogued and now also stored at the national

role in biomedical research, which is likely to extend to

and EU level in biobanks (national nodes of the pan-Euro-

clinical practice, given that the process of disease stra-

pean biobank, BBMRI-ERIC). The availability of very large

tification is dependent on the results of such research.

sample collections with corresponding data, on factors

Another EU-funded project in this field is P-medici-

such as the donors’ health, diseases, lifestyle, nutrition, and

ne – (http://p-medicine.eu/) supporting data sharing

environmental exposure, from national registries makes it

and integration via Virtual Physiological Human (VPH)

possible to start to stratify current disease diagnoses into

models to PM, launched in 2011. The main drivers for

subgroups based on their molecular characteristics. Nati-

such an infrastructure are clinicians as they have direct

onal biobanks and registries of different size also exist in

contact with patients and need to take an active part

countries that are not part of BBMRI-ERIC. Furthermore, na-

in sharing data for the benefit of the patient. The goal

tional nodes of several other research infrastructures on the

is to provide the necessary tools and processes for cli-

ESFRI roadmap play an important role in paving the way for

nically driven multi-scale VPH modelling.

PM as outlined below under ‘Examples of on-going Euro-

Many European and global research consortia and net-

pean/international activities’. Furthermore Member States

works currently work on collections of very large disea-
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se-specific sample and data collections. These include

In Germany, the e:Med-research and funding concept

consortia such as the International Rare Diseases Rese-

of the BMBF supports with 200 Mio € research con-

arch Consortium (IRDiRC), which teams up researchers

sortia and junior research groups to enhance the un-

and organisations in rare diseases research, and the

derstanding of molecular networks within pathophy-

International Cancer Genome Consortium (ICGC). The

siological processes with state-of-the-art information

Global Alliance for Genomics and Health (GA4GH) and

technologies. ‘Demonstrator’ pilot projects show how

the Genomic Medicine Alliance (GMA) aim to enable

data from high-throughput research directly feed into

responsible sharing of genomic and clinical data.

personalised prevention, diagnosis and therapy.
In the UK, the Medical Research Council alongside the
Health Department has invested £20m in the Farr Ins-

b. Member States and other countries

titute (http://www.farrinstitute.org/). This is a national
network of centres of excellence linking clinical and

In France the National Research Strategy (April 2015),

research data to address a range of research questions.

announced a concentration of research efforts in the in-

Some Member States are also active in promoting

tegration of non-biased and high quality massive data

different types of health registries, such as natio-

(omics, patient and general population data, imaging)

nal cancer registries, occupational health registries,

offering a systemic vision of the living (Systems Biolo-

and so on. However, collection of such data varies

gy). This programme is part of a national action frame-

between Member States, and interoperability of he-

work launched in 2014, making 100 million € availab-

alth-related registries and health records is a major

le for five years. As examples, for omics, MetaboHUB

challenge for ICT. At Member State level most health

(http://www.metabohub.fr/en) is a national infrastruc-

information is recorded in national languages, which

ture of metabolomics and fluxomics that provides tools

produces another challenge for integration of all the

and services to academic research teams and industrial

data available.

partners particularly in the fields of health, nutrition,
agriculture, environment and biotechnology. The Fran-

Beside many European partners, Canada is strongly in-

ce Génomique infrastructure brings together most of

volved in the IRDiRC as well as in the ICGC (e.g. Geno-

the French sequencing and bioinformatics platforms

me Canada/CIHR). Furthermore Canada is implemen-

within a consortium gathering the CEA (coordinator),

ting PM to accelerate drug discovery through research

INRA, CNRS, INSERM, INRIA, the Pasteur Institute, the

on invention and development of the next generation

Curie Institute, the Ecole Normale Supérieure (Paris)

of technologies, computational tools and devices in

and 4 universities (Aix-Marseille, Strasbourg, Lille 1 and

cancer, infection and immunity, and neurodegenera-

Claude Bernard in Lyon). And CATI is a service platform

tion affecting cognition. Finally, the Phenome Central

supporting more than 30 multicenter neuroimaging

platform has been developed through the Care for

studies in the fields of neurodegenerative diseases and

Rare project; this platform enables phenotypic and

psychiatry (AD, Parkinson, Huntington, ALS, Bipolar,

genotypic international data-sharing to identify the

etc.) including several therapeutic trials.

genetic basis of undiagnosed rare diseases.
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Challenge 3 – Translating Basic to
Clinical Research and Beyond

the individual’s interaction with the environment or the
context in which the person lives and acts (i.e. the person’s lifestyle). In this sense some of the mechanisms of

Introduction

expression are mediated by the context within which the

PM will only be realised through the integration of excel-

expression occurs. This context can include micro-orga-

lent basic science with clinical and public health research

nisms and their characteristics. Given that some of the

and through product development and communication

mechanisms of expression, interaction and significance

in both directions. This will require the concerted action

are not well understood, it is crucial to continue to seek

of a number of sectors, disciplines and agencies. In recent

not only to improve the knowledge base, but to develop

years, there have been a number of scientific and tech-

meaningful interventions that will positively impact

nological breakthroughs underpinning the usefulness of

upon an individual’s health. In this regard, research on

PM, for example in treating specific tumours and subpo-

correlations between genotype and phenotype, aimed

pulations, and in developing drugs for orphan or cardio-

at gaining a better understanding of the influence of the

vascular diseases or hepatitis. These have been achieved

environment on the evolution of disease could have sig-

through a number of largely ‘bottom-up’, investigator-dri-

nificant clinical impact.

ven studies. Research into the underlying genetics of diseases must continue as this will identify new targets for

16. Support research in preclinical models to valida-

treatment as well as new biomarkers of disease. It is evi-

te hypotheses resulting from molecular analy-

dent that basic research has a crucial impact on clinical

ses of patient samples and treatment outcomes.

research and its subsequent translation into products and
policies.

Translational research is a two-way street. Basic research
can result in new insights that need to be explored in a cli-

Targeted achievements until 2020 and beyond – Re-

nical setting. However, nature is often more complicated

commendations

than we realise, and therefore it is of critical importance
that clinical observations resulting from the translation of

15. Develop methods to better integrate and

basic insights are fed back into the laboratory in order to

evaluate the information provided by genomic,

improve our understanding of underlying mechanisms.

epigenetic, transcriptomic, proteomic, metabo-

This feedback constitutes an extremely important step

lomic and microbiome analyses.

in the process; it might, for example, explain why a therapeutic intervention based on solid basic research has

Whereas the capacity to create large datasets accurately

failed or does not lead to the expected benefits for the

describing gene sequences, mutations and expression

patient. This information can then be used to adapt pro-

patterns – even at the single cell level – is growing ex-

tocols resulting in more effective treatments. Illustrative

ponentially, there are great difficulties in interpreting this

examples of this already exist in the treatment of cancer,

information. To make sense of these datasets, more so-

e.g. by studying the underlying mechanisms of intrinsic

phisticated systems biology approaches are needed that

and acquired resistance as observed in a number of bio-

create hypotheses which can subsequently be validated

marker-based therapies. For example research in human

by biochemical and cell biological methods, and by expe-

induced pluripotent stem cells (iPS), stem cells and hu-

riments in suitable disease/animal models. Thus research

man cell lines can obtain information which is valuable

is needed on such models with a short development cy-

for patient treatment within PM approaches.

cle (‘living test tubes’) for mono- or oligogenic diseases
to improve the understanding of genetic variants. The

17. Promote collaborative pre-competitive and

development of PM derives from an understanding of

trans-disciplinary research in all disease areas

the genetic characteristics of the individual coupled with

to gain trustworthy and objective information.
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To make PM a reality, it is vital to ensure coordination bet-

assess the stage and the evolution of a disease (progno-

ween researchers across disciplines and always having in

stic biomarker) and to predict the response to treatment

mind the patients’ needs. These include basic and clinical

(predictive biomarker). There should be a concerted

researchers, pathologists, radiologists, bio-informaticians,

effort to share biomarker information across research

bio-engineers, trial designers, epidemiologists, mathe-

groups and across the public and private sectors. Even

maticians, public health experts and many others. Aca-

more challenging is the identification of a combinati-

demia must work with not only the pharmaceutical and

on of several biomarkers to identify the most effective

biotech industries, but also data-based industries and

therapy or preventive measure (biomarker signature).

start-ups such as those focusing on big data handling

Biomarkers can come from a range of sources, including

and web design. Collaborative, pre-competitive multidis-

genetic, phenotypic, imaging, and behavioural sources.

ciplinary, trans-sectorial research consortia should be en-

Data from these different sources have to be integrated

couraged. The focus could be around a particular disease

in order to create optimal diagnostic tools. Information

or technology, but all the actors must share the common

on validated biomarkers should be compiled in data-

vision of the consortium, having the patients’ best care in

bases that highlight the stage of evaluation that a par-

mind. Template agreements dealing with partnerships, in-

ticular biomarker has reached. These databases should

tellectual property (IP), publication policy, personal data

be seen as ‘living’ – allowing them to be continually up-

protection and data access arrangements should be esta-

dated, for example through automated literature sear-

blished to help expedite consortia development and ac-

ches. Biomarker research will be accelerated by access to

tivation. There is also a need for professional project ma-

established cohorts and biobanks. Again, there are many

nagement to ensure effective collaboration between the

of these across the EU and there should be an attempt

academic and private sector groups. These new research

to catalogue and harmonise these resources, while ensu-

partnerships must define how clinical data will be collec-

ring a broadly accessible (where feasible with full open

ted, curated and shared for research purposes, and also

access), high quality dataset of adequate size. [See Chal-

how this information can be shared with outside groups

lenge 2 for further discussion and recommendations on

and fed into clinical practice. An environment in which

this aspect.].

data is shared securely needs to be encouraged, standardised in terms of language, item collection and storage,

19. Promote longitudinal studies in the areas of PM.

and its value maximised through low-threshold access
while ensuring appropriate levels of security, privacy and

Following patients during the various stages of disease

confidentiality.

progression (and relapse) and the monitoring of side effects that might ensue many years later (for example car-

18. Instigate a European-wide biomarker evaluation and validation process.

dio-toxicity or secondary tumours as a result of previous
chemotherapy) is of critical importance to fully assess
the effectiveness and safety of interventions. This requi-

Biomarkers are our window into disease, offering possi-

res long-term follow-up of patients. Funding mechanisms

bilities for prevention, early detection, response monito-

need to be put in place to enable such long-term studies

ring and treatment. Identification, evaluation, validation

that can extend over several decades. Some examples of

and adoption of biomarkers are a critical driver of PM.

such follow-up programmes are underway, especially lar-

Identification of new biomarker candidates through ba-

ge cohort follow-up, including genetic data. These include

sic research needs to continue but evaluation, validation

the HUNT study in Norway, and several other large long-

and adoption is a complex process with many obstacles.

term cohorts in Europe, which mostly, but not solely colla-

A biomarker should be able to predict susceptibility to a

borate in the BBMRI-LPC project. The extensive characteri-

certain disease (termed a susceptibility/risk biomarker),

sation of diseases and their evolution should be extended

to diagnose the disease itself (diagnostic biomarker), to

and enhanced.
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20. Support development of new clinical trial de-

and whether these applications have succeeded. Such an

signs and promote integration with concomit-

investigation could inform both the regulatory process

ant preclinical testing.

and the drug development process.

Traditional clinical trials test for safety first, usually in he-

Programmes in methodology research, trial design and

althy volunteers and efficacy later. However, this appro-

social science should be supported in order to maximise

ach fails to take advantage of continuing advances in

the information that can be gathered from clinical trials.

pharmacogenomics. According to expert opinion, clinical

New clinical trial methodologies, for example adaptive tri-

trials need to be designed in such a way that it becomes

al design such as MAPPs (Medicines Adaptive Pathways to

clear if a drug is effective after treatment of the first few

Patients) with the incorporation of biomarker information

patients (see, for example, Nature Medicine (2005, 22).

on individual level, should be strongly encouraged and

The development of PM with targeted therapies should

supported. Clinical trial networks should be developed

allow for this early identification of efficacy, e.g. by early

and coordinated across the EU.

clinical trials including on-going analysis of patients‘ tissue and blood samples. If a drug fails, scientists can de-

As the stratification of patient cohorts into subgroups in-

termine whether it does not work because the target is

creases, the focus should shift from ‘finding patients for a

inappropriate, or because genetic differences prevent the

clinical trial’ to ‘finding the best trials for the patients’. Me-

drug from hitting the target in some individuals. The new

thods in which tissue samples of patients can be used to di-

models may shift the focus from patient groups to the

rectly test interventions hold significant promise. Our abili-

development of diagnostic tools along with new drugs.

ty to propagate cells from patients in culture (e.g. organoid

Other important clinical trial models for PM are adapti-

cultures or induced pluripotent stem cells – iPS – techno-

ve clinical trial designs which are becoming increasingly

logy) or in xenografts in mice offers important new oppor-

used (e.g. Bayesian designs that use decision theoretical

tunities in this regard. Such approaches may substantially

approaches). Given the inherent characteristics of more

improve the predictability and effectiveness of interven-

personalised treatments, innovative designs have to cope

tions, an especially pressing issue in the field. Finally, and

with smaller populations for these trials. These new mo-

importantly, patients must become involved in all stages of

dels should be covered by guidelines and reflection pa-

the clinical trial process, from design and implementation

pers to enable their inclusion in the regulatory framework

to the consideration of regulatory issues. Only under these

of clinical trial legislation. The acceptance of data coming

conditions will patients occupy their rightful position.

from innovative trial designs by regulatory authorities for
the marketing authorisation of medicines is essential for

21. Re-classify diseases at the molecular level.

these trials to be increasingly used in drug development.
So drug developer need to seek advice on how to best use

Genetic analysis represents an important parameter for

this trials via the protocol scientific advice procedures of-

grouping diseases. Moving from a symptom-, phenotype-

fered by both, the EMA and the FDA.

and organ-based approach towards a network- and systems-based classification offers a number of advantages.

Since many of the new clinical trial design strategies are

In this way complex diseases might be described as ‘mul-

being developed and applied in current or completed tri-

tiple rare diseases’, thereby benefiting from the methodo-

als, and some are being used to provide the data package

logical and clinical advances achieved in the rare diseases

for marketing authorisation applications (MAA), research

field in terms of clinical trial design, drug development

is needed to investigate the different trial designs, their

processes and the most efficient use of limited patient

results, whether they have been successful in addressing

data. To support such research, pre-disease data for pre-

the question they were designed to answer, whether they

vention and better understanding of disease mechanisms

have been used for marketing authorisation purposes,

in the patient have to be provided.
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22. Develop suitable funding models to enable
cross-sector working in PM research.

Conclusions
PM must be underpinned by robust knowledge of the disease and the patient. This will only be realised through

This will enable new partnerships, among others bet-

support for excellent basic research conducted across

ween clinicians, patients, and health insurers and re-

Europe, and by harnessing data and outcomes to enable

gulatory agencies, to develop more rapidly and allow

translational opportunities to be identified. Collaboration

standardisation of processes. A first step could be to

between sectors and the provision of the best possible en-

elaborate suitable template agreements. Recognition of

vironment, resources and infrastructure should be promo-

the importance of translational research for the integra-

ted. Furthermore it must be ensured that an open, sharing

tion of PM into European health systems should lead to

culture is established – including the sharing of both risks

the development of a European Translational Research

and gains. This will create an environment for the transla-

Platform (ETRP) that enables the efficient conversion of

tional research that will be needed to keep Europe at the

exciting research discoveries into innovative diagnostics,

forefront of PM.

therapeutics, products, services and processes that will
benefit European patients, industries and societies. This
platform should be part of the pipeline envisaged by the

Examples of on-going activities

H2020 Advisory Group (Health, Demographic Change
and Wellbeing) for the implementation of PM in Euro-

a. Europe

pe and be informed by already existing infrastructures
in Europe such as EATRIS. To encourage cross-discipli-

The EMA offers scientific advice to support the qualifi-

nary research, funders must work together to create a

cation of innovative development methods for a spe-

stimulating and transparent funding environment. Go-

cific intended use in the context of research and de-

vernments, charities, not-for-profit and private funders

velopment relating to pharmaceuticals. This process

should join forces to foster a collaborative culture in

can also be used to evaluate and validate biomarkers.

which resources are shared and a dynamic flow of ideas

Within the Innovative Medicine Initiative (IMI-2) a Stra-

between the participants becomes the norm. Continuity

tegic Research Agenda entitled ‘The right prevention

of high quality research lines has to be ensured by ins-

and treatment for the right patient at the right time’

talling sustainable funding schemes that allow basic re-

was published in 2013 (http://www.imi.europa.eu/

searchers to take their findings through the subsequent

content/imi-2#SRA).

development stages.

In Europe, the EPIC study is a large cohort study on nutrition and cancer, which could be also used for other
purposes and has started incorporating genetic data.

Key Enablers for Challenge 3

The ERA-Net on rare diseases (E-Rare) launched a call

Europe: e.g. EC, European research centres, European

in 2014 on innovative therapies (gene therapy, cell

research infrastructures, societies, healthcare provi-

therapy and pharmaceutical therapy) for rare diseases.

ders, foundations/charities, patient organisations.
Member states: e.g. national research centres, minis-

b. Member States and other countries

tries of health and research; institutions for public
health and health insurance, healthcare providers,

The Academy of Finland’s research programme Perso-

societies, patient organisations, ethics committees,

nalised Health (2014–2019, http://www.aka.fi/en-GB/A/

registries, agencies responsible for biobanks and da-

Programmes-and-cooperation/Academy-program-

ta-banks.

mes/Open-for-Application/Personalised-medicine-/)

Industry: e.g. pharmaceutical, biotech and IT industry.

explores the application of genome data and other
personal health information to maintain and promote
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an individual’s health and to prevent and treat disea-

well as driving personalised therapies and biomedical

ses. In addition, the programme will look into the me-

devices from the preclinical phase into clinical trials. In

dical, treatment-related, technological, judicial, ethical,

order to facilitate research in this field methods and

social and societal issues and impacts relating to data

tools for integrating data from research need to be im-

generation, collection, storage and use. By creating

proved further. BMBF is supporting the development

and providing a platform for multidisciplinary research

of new methods, tools and services for preclinical and

consortia, the programme will aim to connect different

clinical research in PM with a focus on data integration

scientific disciplines to contribute to unearthing new

and security.

kinds of research perspectives.

A network of German research institutes has laun-

In France, 8 French cancer research sites SIRIC (Inte-

ched a large-scale, nationwide, long-term popula-

grated Cancer Research Sites) were designated for a

tion study, the so-called German National Cohort.

5-year period (starting from 2011 and 2012), and then

The aim of this study is (1) to explain the causes of

became national centres of reference for cancer rese-

widespread diseases such as cardiovascular disease,

arch. This designation is aimed at offering new oppor-

cancer, diabetes, dementia, and infectious diseases;

tunities for conducting translational cancer research,

(2) to identify risk factors; (3) to highlight effective

thus helping to optimise and hasten the production

forms of prevention; and (4) to identify options for

of new knowledge and promote its dissemination and

the early detection of diseases. In this cohort study,

application to cancer care. The French Alliance for Re-

200,000 people aged between 20 and 69 from across

search in Life Sciences (Aviesan) has set up two strate-

Germany will be medically examined and questioned

gic valorisation fields on biomarkers and companion

on their living habits (e.g. physical activity, smoking,

tests on the one hand and on biomarkers in neurology

diet, occupation). In addition, all participants will

and psychiatry on the other hand (in French ‘domaine

supply blood samples, which will be stored in a cen-

de valorisation stratégique, DVS’) to bring together all

tral biobank for later research projects. In the cour-

relevant players across the value chain to: (1) identify

se of their observation over a period of 10–20 years,

the teams involved in biomarker research and validati-

some of the participants are certain to develop di-

on (pathological or technological); (2) make an inven-

seases, which can then be correlated with the data

tory of biomarkers and order them according to their

collected.

development stage with regard to medical validation

In Norway, the HUNT Study – a longitudinal populati-

(identified, verified, validated) and technical validati-

on health study – is one of the largest health studies

on (reproducibility, sensitivity, specificity, robustness

ever performed. It is a unique database of personal

of the analysis) and to offer support in all project mo-

and family medical histories collected during three

des; (3) work alongside pharmaceutical, diagnostics

intensive studies. In the third phase genetic data is

and device manufacturers to assess the development

being collected, and will be combined with clinical re-

stage and level of interaction needed between these

cords and cancer, stroke and death registries.

players and academics; (4) identify analysis methods

In Spain, the National Institute of Health Carlos III

or biomarker measures and the players who can de-

(ISCIII) launches yearly calls for integrated projects

velop them; (5) work with manufacturers concerning

of excellence on predictive and personalised medi-

molecules upon which they would like to conduct

cine for accredited Health Research Institutes (6 M€

specific biomarker research; and (6) drive thoughts

per year). These institutes are collaborative structu-

on issues concerning business models and reimburse-

res that bring together basic research groups from

ment based on real cases and an exact definition of

academia and clinical research groups from hospi-

‘clinical utility’.

tals. ISCIII also supports omics and bio-informatics

In Germany, the BMBF is supporting translational re-

platforms, a biobanking network and a Genotyping

search with over 40 Mio € for validating biomarkers as

platform (CeGen).
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In the UK, the Medical Research Council has recently

•

Use this information to match patients to the best

invested £60m in disease-specific multidisciplinary

treatment option from the multiple arms of the

research consortia. These bring academic and pri-

National Lung Matrix Trial.

vate partners together with the aim to identify distinct groups of patients within a particular disease

The UK has also recently set up the 100,000 geno-

that share a set of defined molecular markers. This

me project led by Genomics England, to deliver the

encompasses patient cohorts, biomarker analyses,

sequencing of 100,000 whole genomes from NHS

genotypic and phenotypic analyses and bioinfor-

patients by 2017. Its four main aims are: to create an

matics. The UK has established a number of bio-

ethical and transparent programme based on con-

banks, cohorts and disease registries as resources

sent; to bring benefit to patients and set up a genomic

for both academic and private sector researchers.

medicine service for the NHS; to enable new scientific

Examples are the UK Biobank and the UK Brain Banks

discovery and medical insights; and to kick start the

Network. Innovate UK (formerly the Technology

development of a UK genomics industry.

Strategy Board) has invested £50m over the past
five years through a stratified medicine innovation

In Canada, as discussed in Challenge 1, a Genome Ca-

platform – see Challenge 1 above for details. Cancer

nada/CIHR partnership led to the launch of ‘Genomics

Research UK has also invested significantly in stra-

and Personalised Health: 2012 Large-scale Applied Re-

tified medicine. Phase one aimed to demonstrate

search Project Competition’. Following a competitive

on a small scale how routine testing of patients’ tu-

call, 17 such projects – for a total budget of 165 MioC$

mours could be scaled up to provide a national ser-

over four years – have been funded. These should illus-

vice across the National Health Service (NHS), while

trate how genomics-based research can contribute to

at the same time gathering data on patients’ genetic

a more evidence-based approach towards healthcare

test results and their treatments to boost research in

and improve the cost-effectiveness of the healthcare

PM. Phase two now aims to:

system. More recently, the CIHR Ethics Advisory Committee on Innovative Clinical Trials has been manda-

•

•

Genetically screen up to 2,000 non-small-cell lung

ted to develop a white paper on clinical trial metho-

cancer patients a year to identify the key genetic

dologies. This will provide a common understanding

faults driving the growth of their cancer;

among regulators, clinicians and ethics review boards

Continue to pioneer the use of Next Generation

on the development and management of PM clinical

Sequencing technology in the NHS;

trials and facilitate international trials.
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Challenge 4 – Bringing Innovation
to the Market

2014 the launch of a pilot project on Adaptive Pathways.
This pilot will be combined with new tools within the
new EU Pharmaco-vigilance Regulation and stringent

Introduction

Post-Approval Safety Studies and Post-Approval Efficacy

Bringing innovation to the market has traditionally been

Studies. Time will tell if this approach can live up to its

viewed as a linear process proceeding from research and

high expectations and whether it should be adapted to

development to regulatory approval, and then to health

the needs of PM.

technology assessment (HTA) and on to the final reimbursement or implementation decision. However, this linear

Within the concept of PM, work is done with therapeutic

process does not take into account the inherent uncer-

targets and the paired diagnostic companion and no-

tainties of innovation. More rapid introduction of inno-

vel molecule, which inevitably leads to the optimisati-

vations into health systems needs to be based on regula-

on of processes, an increase in efficiency and security

tory and reimbursement pathways that take into account

and a decrease in adverse events, both in quantity and

evolving knowledge on safety, efficacy, efficiency and the

quality. Moreover, there is a reduction in the number of

necessary conditions of the health system that allow the

patients in clinical studies, due to the inclusion of their

promise of the innovation to be realised. For these appro-

genotype and phenotype, resulting in an optimisation

aches – both for drug and non-pharmaceutical products

of resources and, most importantly, a contraction in the

– processes need to be able to evaluate the use of in vitro

time needed. But the resulting high cost and the lack

and companion diagnostics, innovative clinical trial de-

of knowledge in clinical outcomes if such a therapeutic

signs and the balance between the inherent higher uncer-

proposition were to be extended to a larger number

tainty due to smaller sample size of target groups and the

of patients will require the pharmaceutical, technolo-

contrary inherent lower uncertainty due to higher impact

gical and biotechnological industries to come up with

or effectiveness on target groups.

innovative formulas with the different administrations,
regulatory bodies, decision-makers, healthcare professi-

Historically, the drug cycle has reached optimal de-

onals, patients and the rest of society. Another crucial

velopment levels. However, new times demand diffe-

decision point for PM lies in HTA, as also discussed in

rent solutions. In the development of a new drug the-

Challenge 5. HTA has hitherto been considered as a

re are now two sectors that are becoming increasingly

decision which is made at a single point in time. Now,

important: health technology with in vitro diagnostics

however, with the on-going implementation of PM it

(with a decisive role in the sustainability of healthcare

needs to evolve to life-cycle approaches and to be part

systems) and biotechnology. This is why European and

of a systematic early dialogue covering the whole pipe-

country-specific regulatory authorities must urgently

line from technology transfer (TT) to implementation in

adapt their structures and regulations to this new reality.

health systems. In order to fulfil this requirement, HTA

European regulators need to find adequate approaches

and value considerations have to be included early in

for assessing and regulating companion diagnostics,

the research design process to ensure the appropriate

which do not put European companies at a disadvan-

data is captured, both for market authorisation and for

tage relative to non-European companies, while at the

HTA. Regulatory and HTA authorities need to receive

same time providing European patients with safe, effec-

and assess all necessary information for the decision

tive and affordable diagnostics. Another, at least equal-

process in order to successfully bring innovation to the

ly important, challenge for European regulators is the

market (Rosenkötter et al., 2011).

detection of rare adverse events during the post-marketing surveillance phase. The EMA has already raised

If PM is to be implemented, evidence-based decisions

the possibility of staggered approval schemes in its

have to be taken by national or regional authorities as

published roadmap to 2015, and announced in March

well as by clinicians and their patients. Both the evidence
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and the rationale for taking the decision should be pub-

24. Optimise individual drug therapies and poly-phar-

licly available. The inclusion of economic dimensions into

macy especially in the case of multi-morbidity.

the decision-making process calls for public deliberation
on patient and societal values that are essential for cohe-

All EU Member States are facing the same demographic ch-

rent and politically and socially acceptable decisions. PM

ange: an increasing elderly population with multiple chro-

will have an effect across the entire healthcare model. Ci-

nic diseases and poly-pharmacy. For this growing group of

tizens as well as patients will be significantly confronted

patients, ways must be identified to evaluate benefits and

with it in ‘digital health’ (by information and training), in

risks of medication which are usually tested in younger and

the ‘internet of things’ (by devices) and in social networks

healthier populations and where the evidence base is weak.

(by influence). The coherent and cost-effective introduc-

This may include pragmatic clinical trials and particularly

tion of PM into health systems must be based on an ex-

epidemiological studies using healthcare databases. Mo-

plicit examination of what is necessary in order to allow

reover, approaches for individualisation of drug therapy in

the promise of the innovation to be realised. For example,

the light of several comorbidities and patients’ preferences

well-defined patient pathways are needed for the appro-

should be tested and validated. These approaches may in-

priate use of innovative technologies. The safety and ef-

clude omics testing to determine the probability of respon-

ficacy of the diagnostic component of PM depends on

se and benefit on one hand and an exploration of patients’

the presence of stringent quality control measures being

preferences on the other. Systems biology may contribute

applied within laboratories.

to better understanding of the interference of multiple
chronic conditions and facilitate optimal drug choice for

Targeted achievements until 2020 and beyond – Re-

the individual patient. Participation of patients and their

commendations

empowerment must play a crucial role in improving adherence; otherwise the best drugs will not be effective.

23. Formalise a risk-based approach for the evaluation of PM.

25. Support research on an adequate regulatory
and legal framework for PM.

A combination of benefit–risk evaluation with real-time
data and the use of observational, epidemiological or in

Research on regulatory and legal issues should be sup-

silico studies to demonstrate effectiveness even on indi-

ported in order to update and adapt current regulations.

vidual level will enable the introduction of new models of

There should be a simplified, harmonised and predictab-

innovation into the healthcare system. These evaluations

le regulatory procedure across all regulators, taking into

will also enable post-marketing surveillance to spot rare

account ethical, legal and social aspects. This would lead

adverse events and include spontaneous reporting and

to reduced costs and fewer administrative hurdles and

analysis of electronic health records. This post-marketing

ensure coordination between authorities and coheren-

surveillance is particularly important for PM as the initial

ce across legislative jurisdictions for medicines, diagno-

uncertainty is often higher given the smaller subgroups.

stics and medical devices, as well as for data protection

Such an evaluation will also reinforce the shift of HTA from

and clinical trials. The updated regulations will need to

being viewed as a single point in time to a means to in-

allow coordinated marketing authorisation application

form decisions from the initial introduction of a techno-

(MAA) approval and a reimbursement process for PM

logy to its retirement. It is impossible to speak about PM

approaches. Those approaches often include a combina-

without considering the global perspective. For example

tion of drug and companion diagnostics (CDx), a combi-

studies to interpret variants in populations could be a

nation that is difficult to manage in the current system.

benefit with the help of multi-national trusted biobank

Introduction of new models, such as value-based pricing

networks, working around the same guidelines and ope-

(VBP), managed entry agreements; conditional approvals,

rating procedures.

adaptive pathways and conditional reimbursement also
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need to be considered. Overall, this will enable a cohesi-

27. Facilitate partnerships and innovation networks

ve approach that takes into consideration the specificities

to encourage cross-disciplinary and cross-bor-

of PM evaluation. These new models are based on a con-

der collaboration in research and development

tinuous adaption of the use of new technologies to the

using an ‘Open Innovation’ approach.

evolution of knowledge. Without limiting itself only to
the competent regulatory and assistance authorities, this

Trust has to be fostered by supporting research collabora-

adaptation must be extended to the postgraduate level

tions and public–private partnerships (PPP) and by brin-

in universities and to healthcare professionals, given that

ging public and private funding together. The appropriate

PM is likely to become integrated into day-to-day practice,

framework for a collaborative culture has to be created

from diagnosis to treatment, without existent specific

throughout the sector with shared resources, dynamic

training curricula for healthcare professionals. European

bi-directional flow of ideas and interchange between

harmonisation in these areas would also facilitate interna-

companies. The approach of ‘living labs’, with open pub-

tional coordination within the field of PM. Innovation in

lic, private and user partnerships, seems to be particular-

the area of rare diseases has recently benefited from such

ly interesting for enabling the introduction of promising

international coordination through the International Rare

innovation, where the added value is of high plausibility.

Diseases Consortium. Many regulatory hurdles common

Open innovation processes are particularly useful for ac-

to rare diseases, including smaller sample size and higher

celerating the introduction of innovation into health sys-

uncertainty, are similar to those facing PM. The rare di-

tems accompanied by research that reduces the inherent

sease field offers many ‘lessons learned’ and can help to

uncertainties under real-world conditions. Peer reviewed

ensure that similar international structures can be esta-

collaborative research using open data is a model that

blished. These best practices as well as all the new regu-

should be promoted.

latory approaches have to be adequately evaluated and
assessed for the benefit of patients and citizens and for
European competiveness.

28. Provide support and guidance for companies to
enter the market for PM with sustainable business cases.

26. Encourage a systematic early dialogue between
innovators, patients and decision-makers th-

In this context translational projects closer to the pati-

roughout all regulatory steps to provide guidan-

ent/market should be driven by the end-users’ needs. In

ce and clarity.

addition to encouraging early dialogue, specific support
to companies needs to be developed. Companies are

This recommendation is closely allied to the revision of the

hesitant to access the market due to the limited under-

regulatory and legal framework to produce a clearer and

standing of certification, validation and regulations: for

harmonised approach with interconnected components.

example, guidance is needed with regard to regulatory

Systematic early dialogue with innovators – both from

and reimbursement issues, as well as current and envisa-

the public and private sectors – is essential to ensure that

ged health policies. Innovators and companies should be

research, even at an early stage, considers the regulatory

encouraged to seek guidance early in relation to options

and reimbursement evaluation needs, e.g. data required,

and approaches. Collaboration between innovators of

trial design, or choice of comparator. This early dialogue

diagnostics and therapeutics is a crucial aspect for PM to

will decrease the time required to meet the regulatory re-

move forward. In addition to this guidance, a framework

quirements, facilitate reimbursement decisions, and avoid

to aid the development of PM for companies and to fa-

duplication and misalignment of expectations. It is of key

cilitate access to finance needs to be developed. This will

importance to involve patients in this dialogue, especially

facilitate access to resources and competences, both of

in terms of defining endpoints, patient-relevant outcomes

which are lacking among the different actors involved in

and intended comparative value.

the development of PM.
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Examples of on-going activities
Key Enablers for Challenge 4
Europe: e.g. EC, EMA, IMI, FDA and patient organisa-

a. Europe

tions.
Member States: e.g. Ministries of health, justice and

At the EMA there are several platforms and tools that have

economics, national regulation authorities including

been created to facilitate early dialogue and ultimately

notified bodies, HTA, standardisation authorities and

timely patient access to safe and efficacious medicines:

organisations, academia, patient organisations and

The Adaptive Pathways approach is part of the EMA’s

research centres.

efforts to improve timely access for patients to new

Industry: e.g. the pharmaceutical (e.g. EFPIA or EBE),

medicines. Adaptive Pathways foresees either an ini-

diagnostic (e.g. EDMA), medical technologies (e.g. Eu-

tial approval in a well-defined patient subgroup with

comed) and biotechnology industries (e.g. EuropaBio).

a high medical need and subsequent widening of the
indication to a larger patient population, or an early
regulatory approval (e.g. conditional approval) which

Conclusions

is prospectively planned, and where uncertainty is re-

The development of PM entails a new research and de-

duced through the collection of post-approval data on

velopment model for drugs. Regulators, researchers,

the medicine‘s use in patients. The Adaptive Pathways

healthcare professionals and businesses have to collabo-

approach builds on regulatory processes already in

rate to achieve optimal patient access (both in time and

place within the existing European Union legal fra-

manner) to PM. Patients, the media and society in general

mework. A pilot project is on-going already entering

must also take responsibility for the successful introduc-

phase II with 10 of the 34 applications accepted for the

tion of PM. Society as a whole, and each individual in the

next phase of discussions.

realm of his or her responsibilities, must adapt to a new

The Innovation Task Force provides a platform for early

approach towards diagnosis and new treatment options,

dialogue with the agency. It is open to industry, acade-

including the prevention of an illness before its onset.

mia and other interested parties that want to discuss

Prevalent and complex diseases as well as rare diseases

a product or technology related to the development

will not only become more controlled (chronicity as op-

of pharmaceuticals. It offers a safe harbour and open

posed to death), but their patients might even experien-

dialogue with expert regulators who offer their perso-

ce absolute recovery. The paradigmatic shift caused by

nal views and recommendations on the topic of dis-

PM calls for research, guidance and new collaborations

cussion.

in the regulatory field, especially regarding post-launch

Scientific Advice procedures, including the method

requirements and surveillance of pharmaceuticals and

qualification programme (e.g. for biomarkers or inno-

medical devices. Market entry pathways have to be ad-

vative development methods or trial designs), offer an

apted in order to assure a safe, effective and competitive

official response to very specific scientific questions

environment for patients and industry.

from companies relating to the appropriateness of
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their development programme, biomarker, trial de-

French and European medicines agencies covering

sign, data package for a certain indication, and so on.

courses in pharmaco-vigilance and pharmaco-epide-

There are special discount schemes, for example for

miology and targeting experienced professionals as

SMEs, orphan diseases or paediatrics.

well as non-specialists such as journalists, the public

Joint Scientific Advice with HTAs and with FDA: Com-

and patients.

panies have the possibility to request parallel scientific
advice with the EMA and national HTA bodies or with
the EMA and FDA. The discussions in these joint proce-

b. Member States and other countries

dures are carried out jointly, facilitating convergence
in requirements and the dialogue between all stake-

In Germany the BMBF is supporting three ‘Leading-Ed-

holders involved.

ge Clusters’ in PM with 120 Mio€. These clusters facili-

SEED (Shaping European Early Dialogue for health

tate networking of industry and academic research for

technologies) is a project financed by the EC with the

biomarker-based drug development within a region,

objective to reduce the risk of production of data that

thereby creating best practice on how to drive innova-

would be inadequate to support the company’s future

tions to the market.

reimbursement request. SEED aims to conduct pilots

Spain founded in 2009 the ‘Predictive and PM against

on early dialogue between its member HTA agencies

Cancer Institute’ with the goal to change current dia-

and developers of health products (pharmaceuticals

gnostic and treatment models within preventive and

and medical devices) whose products are currently in

PM with a focus on cancer research. Its core activity

the development stage. In total, ten early dialogues

is to carry out basic and translational research as well

are planned with the aim to conduct seven on drugs

as the instruction and distribution of new genomics

and three on medical devices.

medicine knowledge among healthcare professionals
and society in general. Hospitals, universities and pri-

PROTECT is an IMI-funded consortium coordinated by

vate businesses involved in PM are integrated by the

the European Medicines Agency (EMA) conducting

Spanish Bellvitge Biomedical Research Institute (IDI-

pharmaco-epidemiological research on outcomes of

BELL).

therapeutics. The project will enhance the monito-

In the United Kingdom, Innovate UK has established

ring of the safety of medicinal products by studying

a Stratified Medicine Programme coordination group,

combinations of drugs and adverse events in several

including all the relevant funders, together with re-

databases with the aim to explain discrepancies bet-

gulators and representatives of health departments.

ween the reported outcomes from pharmaco-epide-

This group ensures that there is coordination bet-

miology studies.

ween research, regulations and health delivery. There

The IMI-funded European programme in Pharma-

is also significant engagement of the pharmaceutical

co-vigilance and Pharmaco-epidemiology (Eu2P) is a

and biotech industries across all of the UK activities to

partnership between universities, companies, and the

help with routes to translation and uptake.
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Challenge 5 – Shaping Sustainable
Healthcare

financing health services. In this sense, some major drivers
should be considered: a) the technology itself; b) the system and its organisation (including its workforce); and c)

Introduction

the interaction between the system and the client.

There are today several policy tools to manage the diffusion of innovations in healthcare, one of which is payment

The technology or group of technologies, if we consider tre-

mechanisms. The challenges faced by payment autho-

atments and companion diagnostics, by itself offers bene-

rities are manifold. How can promising innovations be

fits that are linked to its inherent characteristics: the capaci-

driven forward while avoiding the diffusion of undesirab-

ty of creating tailored solutions that increase the safety and

le ones? How can the execution of studies required for

efficacy of treatments and the generation of further data

sound reimbursement decision-making be encouraged?

that could help in improving current standards of practice.

And how can appropriate utilisation and diffusion of the-

However, there are still some challenges that have not been

se innovations be ensured in terms of patient population

solved and health systems have not yet produced a harmo-

and provider setting? Affordability is a central element

nised and common definition of what represents added

for reimbursement, and thus an additional challenge of

value (Henshall et al., 2013). The definition of added value

bringing innovation to the market. Inevitably competing

from the perspective of healthcare systems is very much

policy goals have to be balanced: maximising health be-

linked to the expression ‘clinical utility’ as well as ‚personal

nefits for the population as a whole and ensuring that in-

utility‘ and when diagnostics and treatments go hand-in-

novation is financially rewarded, while at the same time

hand, there is a need to consider how the existence and

containing costs.

determination of well-defined sub-populations will change
our standards of care or clinical pathways (Teutsch et al.,

In principle, PM creates a high expectation from the per-

2009). That is, if we can effectively and correctly categori-

spective of healthcare systems. The possibility of providing

se patients, will other therapeutic or preventive measures

diagnostics and care that are tailored to the characteristics

be taken and will that improve the health of the affected

of the individual has been one of the main goals of he-

patients? One question is related to the capacity of the sys-

althcare since its inception. There is the promise of better

tem, its organisation and its workforce to assume and en-

outcomes; each patient will be given only what he or she

sure the adequate implementation of this technology and

needs, avoiding the at times trial-and-error based ‘classi-

paradigm. This includes the completion, quality control and

cal personalised medicine’. There is also the prospect of a

interoperability of existing clinical record databases for this

reduction in costs related to this trial-and-error paradigm,

new purpose (see Challenge 2); the ability of health profes-

together with a reduction in resources required to address

sionals to build the capacity required for them to assume

risks such as adverse events and incomplete benefits that

their new role (see Challenge 1); and appropriate systems

might arise from not applying the best available option.

that allow the transmission of information to patients on

However, it does not follow that there will be an overall

what the new findings are supposed to generate (Godman

reduction in budgets, at least in the early stages of the in-

et al., 2013). Finally, according to best standards of care and

troduction of PM. Initially, there will be a need for invest-

ethical practices, there is a need for a trustworthy and trans-

ment in quality assurance, organisational aspects and ca-

parent interaction between healthcare systems and clients,

pacity building. Shaping sustainable healthcare is mostly

including patients and care-givers. The key to a successful

based on a balance between resources and achievements,

transition to PM is that patients are well-informed and at the

in other words costs and outcomes. Healthcare systems

same time health literacy is promoted. For this purpose, the

should provide services with sufficient guarantees of safe-

analysis of the target population and its characteristics, the

ty and quality and, in principle, on the basis of supporting

development of adapted materials and improved health

the paradigm of the general assembly of United Nations

literacy are crucial. While there are no one-size-fits-all solu-

on Universal Health Coverage that includes a system for

tions, good practice can be shared (see also Challenge 1).
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Targeted achievements until 2020 and beyond – Re-

rative partnerships between health professionals and

commendations

patients. Hence health professionals, and especially practitioners, need to learn how to communicate PM in an

29. Support health economics research of PM to
support decision-makers.

understandable way to patients and the broader public
(Public Health Genomics Guidelines. Brand A, Lal JA; Public Health Genomics European Network. European Best

New models for pricing and reimbursement have to be

Practice Guidelines for Quality Assurance, Provision and

discussed. Where patients provide their personal health

Use of Genome-based Information and Technologies:

data and Member States invest in infrastructure, the pri-

2012 Declaration of Rome., 2012).

cing of products and services that bring innovation to

There is a need to establish informative public health

market has to be adapted. Reimbursement has to ensure

campaigns, support patient groups and recognise the

fair rewards for the research investment and risks taken by

patient’s right to seek information. This should be done

the producer, but also affordability for the entire health

by initiating and supporting constructive and informati-

system as well as equity for each patient. Decision-makers

ve public debate. At the same time, health systems have

need sound economic and medical evidence to support

to shift focus from acute disease treatment to preventive

their decision-making process. Funding organisations

health management in parallel with treatment of disea-

should collaborate with healthcare providers to identify

se. This requires training of healthcare professionals and

a disease or group of diseases as a paradigm for PM and

students in PM. For adequate training to be given, chan-

fund research on relevant health economics related to PM

ging relationships, for example between care-givers and

(Haycox et al., 2014).

patients, have to be fully understood and best practice
must be evaluated. Since disease definitions will change it

30. Develop prospective surveillance systems for
personal health data that facilitate accurate and

is crucial to promote inter-, trans- and multi-disciplinarity
in healthcare providers (e.g. Golubnitschaja et al., 2013).

on-going assessment of highly dynamic health
information across the life course.

32. Encourage a citizen-driven framework for the
adoption of electronic health records.

In this case, major challenges can be identified: accuracy of
data, interoperability of databases, which includes the ca-

As has been pointed out earlier, the interaction between

pacity to trace individuals while securing anonymity, and

health system and client is one of the major points to ana-

appropriate storage capacities. Another limiting factor is

lyse, especially considering that the owners of the data are

the capacity to analyse and integrate big data (see Challen-

the patients. There are initiatives in place to provide elec-

ge 2). There are initiatives paving the way by establishing

tronic data storage and data-sharing; this is relevant when

supercomputing centres in order to solve this problem of

there is a need to combine clinical data with other data

storage, integration and analysis (Merelli, 2014).

such as lifestyle and environmental exposure (e.g. Chute
et al., 2013). Recommendations on possible legal/regula-

31. Develop training programmes on PM for health professionals.

tory initiatives relating to data collection, storage and sharing will need to balance the different interests at stake:
patients’ rights, health professionals’ obligations, and the

Education and continuous training are indispensable

need for and efficient healthcare system (see Challenges

if the potential of PM is to be realised. Informed health

1 and 3). Such recommendations should also take into ac-

professionals will be the key to increasing public awa-

count national and European initiatives related to non-le-

reness of PM and ensuring patient rights. Patients must

gal aspects of electronic health records (EHRs).

be adequately informed and their health literacy needs

In its 2008 recommendation on cross-border interopera-

to improve. This can be achieved by promoting collabo-

bility of EHR systems, the EC recognised that in order to
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achieve the objectives of the European eHealth Action

nance). In doing so they have to connect with PM transla-

Plan, legal initiatives should go hand in hand with financi-

tional research results in order to feed in and cross-fertilise

al measures, agreement on an organisational framework,

(see Challenge 3).

promotion of the use of technical standards and architectures, the establishment of common interoperability

33. Promote engagement and close collaboration

platforms, coordination at the semantic level and, finally,

between patients, stakeholders and healthcare

education mechanisms and awareness raising. Recom-

actors across sciences, sectors and borders.

mendations on legal structures relating to EHRs need
to take into account the wider legal issues with regard

Patient communication should be adapted to the specifics

to eHealth and in particular the delivery of cross-border

of PM. Therefore a collaborative partnership between he-

eHealth services (Commission Recommendation of 2 July

althcare professionals and patients should be sought. Pati-

2008 on cross-border interoperability of electronic health

ents should be helped to become active managers of their

record systems notified under document number C(2008)

own health, and healthcare professionals should learn how

3282). In the Calliope Roadmap (2013, http://www.ehgi.

to communicate PM in an understandable way. Healthcare

eu/Pages/download.aspx), these wider legal issues are

professionals need to be involved at an early stage of the

illustrated by the following example: “When an eHealth

development of PM to draft an implementation plan. Better

solution is the primary vehicle for delivery of [cross-bor-

collaboration between primary care, secondary care and

der] care, for example a second opinion delivered by vi-

hospital care and the coordination of health and social care

deo conferencing with simultaneous capture and transfer

services should be encouraged (Godman et al., 2013).

of bio-data, then the legal and ethical issues are wide and
will arise not only in terms of the data sharing, but also in

34. Develop a framework for pricing and reimburse-

terms of identity certification, professional accreditation,

ment for PM that ensures equitable access for all

liability for shared care and other issues yet to be identi-

patients – regardless of economic or geographic

fied. The legal and regulatory issues include also adminis-

status – and is sustainable for health systems.

trative regulations such as those of reimbursement, and
– in the context of cross-border care – the mutual recog-

We appreciate that at the European level this recommen-

nition of professional qualifications and the complex issue

dation represents a significant challenge, bearing in mind

of entitlement to care”. With regard to EHR interoperabi-

the huge differences between European Member States

lity, considerable efforts have been made by the eHealth

in terms of wealth and in terms of share of healthcare ex-

European Interoperability Framework (eEIF) and by many

penses. Given this situation, equitable access for all patients

other initiatives (e.g. eHGI, epSOS, HITCH, ISA, semantic

should initially be developed at the national level. While

Healthnet, Antilope, eSens, Expand, STORK 2.0). One of

this recommendation is not exclusive to PM, it does parti-

the results of these initiatives is a better understanding of

cularly affect PM. Current methods of calculating prices are

the interoperability needs and of the layers on which in-

far from transparent and are not directly linked to a given

teroperability needs to be achieved (making the distincti-

technology’s added value and performance (Henshall &

on between technical, semantic, organisational and legal

Schuller, HTAi Policy Forum., 2013; Dranitsaris et al., 2014).

interoperability). These layers will now be populated with

In the case of reimbursement, the main problem centres

standards, specifications, case studies, workflows, subsets

on budget constraints and single technologies analyses; in

of terminologies, interoperability agreements, guidelines

many cases the prices of reference limit the improvement

developed by specialised organisations, fora, consortia

of methods to define prices and gain reimbursement. Most-

or EU funded projects after they have been identified or

ly prices are calculated on the basis of existing comparator

endorsed by the relevant EU governance bodies (e.g. eHe-

and standards of care costs. This limits the possibility of

alth Network, ICT Standards multi-stakeholders platform

paying per performance or per outcome reached on an in-

and later the Connecting Europe Facility – CEF – gover-

dividual patient (Raftery, 2013). There is a need to explore
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new methods of pricing and budget prioritisation based on

Conclusions

pathologies and pathways much more than single techno-

PM poses a challenge to healthcare systems. This is in

logies analysis and pricing, and budget impact analysis of

principle positive because of its promise to reduce uncer-

these single technologies (Leopold et al., 2013).

tainties and increase benefits in the balance between risks
and benefits. However, the current landscape on pricing

35. Develop an optimised overall healthcare financing
strategy.

and determination of added value and the difficulties in
establishing agreements for reimbursement based on
performance do not favour its broad implementation.

For example, a shared risk-and-benefit mechanism could be

There is also a lack of knowledge among professionals and

elaborated. Additionally a ‘full cost of the patient’ view should

citizens about the significance and consequences of these

be established and adopted. Sustainable technology transfer

new technologies. The most innovative approaches with

capacities could ensure faster patient access to innovative

their strong intellectual property protection are especially

technologies and cost-effective translation, which could re-

complicating for shared decision-making processes. Whi-

duce the overall costs of new medicines. Evidence generati-

le not exclusive to PM, shared decision-making proces-

on: Current costs of evidence generation to manufacturers,

ses are particularly crucial to implement PM services wi-

especially trials design and development, could be minimi-

thout putting at risk the sustainability of the systems and

sed by establishing agreements between manufacturers and

the outcomes to be achieved. Therefore, public–private

healthcare systems (Goldman, 2012; Said & Zerhouni, 2014).

partnerships are important in evidence generation and

This is key when we consider designs that include a reduced

innovation implementation. Thus, managed entry-agree-

number of patients involved, for example in the case of rare

ments, coverage with evidence schemes and new ways of

diseases and stratification. Gaps of evidence and uncertainty

innovative public procurement processes are good candi-

management: When uncertainties regarding outcomes are

dates for addressing most of the issues that are currently

still in the pipeline and added value from existing eviden-

under debate.

ce is expected from new solutions, there is still a chance to
speed the process without compromising budget and safe-

Examples of on-going activities

ty to patients. Mechanisms exist that can be valuable in the
case of new evidence generation while ensuring access to

a. Europe

innovation. These mechanisms have been called conditional
coverage agreements (CCA) and include a range of practices

The Public Health Genomics European Network (PH-

including ‘coverage with evidence agreements’ or ‘risk sha-

GEN) is a cornerstone in the development of Public

ring agreements’ (Hutton et al., 2007; Klemp et al., HTAi Policy

Health Genomics in Europe and has endorsed the

Forum, 2011). A thorough assessment should be run to test

first European best practice guidelines on PM (‘Best

the applicability of these approaches for PM.

Practice Guidelines for Quality Assurance, Provision
and Use of Genome-based Information and Technologies’). The implementation of the concept of public

Key Enablers for Challenge 5

health genomics, being the responsible and effective

Europe: e.g. EC, EMA and patient organisations.

translation of genome-based knowledge and techno-

Member states: e.g. Ministries of health, regulatory au-

logies for the benefit of population health, requires

thorities’ (e.g. national authorities, including notified

modifications to public health and health governance

bodies); HTA; insurances; hospitals and other health

systems on all levels. Whereas PHGEN I identified the

providers; academia; patient organisations.

need for European best practice guidelines (‘mapping

Industry: e.g. pharmaceutical, companion diagnostic

exercise’), PHGEN II developed the first edition of the-

technologies, manufacturers, ICT and health providers.

se European best practices, which became a scientific
benchmark in Europe. In this concept, genome-based
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information is highly holistic and includes not only all

the adoption of technologies with proven value in

‚omics‘ data but also environmental, socioeconomic

hospitals. AdHopHTA will in addition develop tools for

and lifestyle factors, as well as information on health

formal coordination among existing hospital-based

systems, and promotes a big data analytics approach

HTA initiatives and for improved liaison with national

and in silico simulations/modelling. Furthermore, on

and regional HTA agencies.

the regulatory level in 2009 PHGEN developed the concept of personal utility, citizen ownership and control

One of EAPM’s key aims is the development of a pati-

of personal data, addressing the need for systematic

ent-centred European Translational Research Platform

early dialogue, ‘truly’ public–private partnerships and

that maximises the impact of new and existing activi-

proactive and bottom-up policy-making. In 2012, ex-

ties at European and national levels, thus ensuring the

perts from across the field of public health genomics

efficient translation of research promise into innova-

representing key European and national competent

tive PM care for European patients (see Challenge 3).

authorities in policy making from all Member States,

Establishment of this platform is a central component

academia and the private sector, came together at the

of the EAPM Research Policy Roadmap. The goals are

final meeting in Rome – amongst them the ESPT and

to: (1) embed PM in European health systems; (2) de-

the EMA – to discuss the future of public health ge-

velop a patient-centred European Translational Rese-

nomics and to endorse the Declaration of Rome 2012,

arch Platform; (3) empower patients as advocates for

a summary of European Best Practice Guidelines for

PM integration; (4) inform relevant stakeholders on

Quality Assurance, Provision and Use of Genome-ba-

the benefits and challenges of PM; (5) provide an evi-

sed Information and Technologies.

dence base for the clinical, health economic and societal advantage of PM; and (6) engage with regulatory

EUnetHTA was established to create an effective and

authorities, healthcare providers and policy makers to

sustainable network for HTA across Europe. The part-

enable more rapid translation of PM approaches into

ners work together to help develop reliable, timely,

clinical practice.

transparent and transferable information to contribute to HTAs in European countries thereby supporting

The Innovative Medicines Initiative (IMI) is Europe‘s

HTA knowledge-sharing and promoting good practice

largest public–private initiative aiming to speed up

in HTA methods and processes. EUnetHTA-JA2 is cur-

the development of better and safer medicines. IMI

rently developing methodological guidelines relevant

supports collaborative research projects and builds

to PM such as: how to evaluate medical devices, in-

networks of industrial and academic experts in order

dividual technologies joint assessment and the ear-

to boost pharmaceutical innovation in Europe. IMI is

ly advice initiative and examples of evidence- and

a joint undertaking between the European Union and

risk-sharing agreements (Examples of evidence and

the pharmaceutical industry association EFPIA. It is fo-

risk sharing agreements: Annex C, 24 – 27).

cused on drug development, although IMI-2 also concerns medical devices development.

The EU funds the project AdHopHTA (Adopting Hospital based HTA in the EU) under FP7. Hospitals are the

Public Procurement of innovations (PPi) is a Europe-

main entry point for new technologies in healthcare.

an-wide initiative that is not exclusively targeted at the

However, hospitals often lack the knowledge and re-

healthcare sector. An initiative within this framework

sources to evaluate these technologies. AdHopHTA

is Pre-Commercial Procurement (http://ec.europa.eu/

will foster the application of high-quality HTA in hos-

digital-agenda/pre-commercial-procurement) Some

pital settings. Decision-makers in hospitals are thereby

of the projects in health sector that are already in pla-

informed of the likely value of a health technology for

ce can be viewed at http://www.innovation-procure-

a specific healthcare organisation. This will promote

ment.org/projects/health-elderly-care/.
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The EUROREC Institute is an independent not-for-pro-

b. Member States and other countries

fit organisation, promoting within Europe the use of
high quality EHRs. One of its main missions is to sup-

In United Kingdom NHS Choices is the UK’s biggest he-

port, as the European certification body, EHR quality

alth website. It is a clear example of well-presented in-

labelling and the defining of functional and other cri-

formation for patients and professionals and provides

teria. EuroRec is organised as a permanent network of

a comprehensive health information service to help

national centres and provides services to industry (de-

put individuals in control of their healthcare. The web-

velopers and vendors), healthcare providers (buyers),

site helps people make choices about health, from de-

policy makers and patients. European projects in

cisions about lifestyle, such as smoking, drinking and

which EuroRec is involved, include ARGOS; HITCH,

exercise, to finding and using NHS services in England.

Healthcare Interoperability Testing and Conformance

NHS Choices includes more than 20,000 regularly up-

Harmonisation; Q-REC, European Quality Labelling

dated articles. There are also hundreds of thousands of

and Certification of Electronic Health Record systems

entries in more than 50 directories.

(EHRs); RIDE, A roadmap for interoperability of eHealth
systems with special emphasis on semantic interoper-

The Health Technology Assessment International

ability; and EHR-IMPLEMENT, national policies for EHR

(HTAi) Policy Forum provides a unique opportunity for

implementation in the European area – social and or-

senior people from public and private sector organi-

ganisational issues.

sations using HTA to support decisions or recommendations about product development and coverage to

The European Genome-Phenome Archive (EGA) is

meet one another, members of the HTAi Board, and

available at the European Bioinformatics Institute

invited international experts, for strategic discussions

(EBI, https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ega/home) and the Cen-

about the present state of HTA, its development and

tre for Genomic Regulation (CRG, http://www.crg.

implications for healthcare systems, industry, patients

eu/). The EGA provides a service for the permanent

and other stakeholders. The forum has published vari-

archiving and distribution of personally identifiable

ous papers that address value-based pricing and ad-

genetic and phenotypic data resulting from biome-

aptive licensing (http://www.htai.org/policy-forum/

dical research projects. Data at EGA have been col-

about-htai-policy-forum.html).

lected from individuals whose consent agreements
authorise data release only for specific research use

The Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality in the

to bona fide researchers. Strict protocols govern

United States (AHRQ) published a report with recom-

how information is managed, stored and distribu-

mendations for a health information technology infra-

ted by the EBI. The EGA currently stores genome and

structure that could not only achieve interoperability

phenome data on over 100,000 people, from 200

among EHRs but also integrate data. Such data could

centres and research groups from around the world,

include information from personal health devices, pa-

and is a fundamental resource for the advancement

tient collaborative networks and social media, and en-

of PM. Currently, the EGA stores the data generated

vironmental, demographic and genomic data. ‘Data for

by over 700 scientific studies on cancer, diabetes,

Individual Health’ examines how health information is

autoimmune diseases, cardiovascular problems and

used and shared across the healthcare system and ma-

neurological disorders, amongst other illnesses.

kes recommendations about the use of standards and

These data, which add up to around 1 Mio Gigaby-

incentives to allow information sharing. The report,

tes, will be stored in the Barcelona Supercomputing

supported through a partnership between AHRQ, the

Centre (BSC-CNS) facilities and subsequently analy-

Office of the National Coordinator for Health Informa-

sed by the MareNostrum supercomputer (see also

tion Technology (ONC) and the Robert Wood Johnson

Challenge 2).

Foundation, comes as ONC is developing a federal he-
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alth IT strategic plan for a shared, nationwide interoper-

Produced by the National Library of Medicine, it

ability roadmap to ensure that information can be secu-

provides information about diseases, conditions,

rely shared across an emerging health IT infrastructure

and wellness issues in language understandable to

(http://healthit.ahrq.gov/sites/default/files/docs/publi-

patients and care-givers. MedlinePlus offers free re-

cation/2014-jason-data-for-individual-health.pdf).

liable, up-to-date health information and as such is
a global initiative and clear example of information

MedlinePlus is the National Institutes of Health‘s

prepared for citizens (http://www.nlm.nih.gov/med-

Web site for patients and their families and friends.

lineplus/).
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5) General conclusions
The recommendations reflect the expertise of the part-

relevant, and parallel, cross-sectoral and interdisciplinary

ners, participants and experts, representing key decisi-

research from basic research to actual healthcare is beco-

on-makers from all relevant areas brought together and

ming inevitable.

consulted by the PerMed initiative. This SRIA identifies
35 general recommendations and research sectors, to-

Thus, funding measures need to provide incentives not

pics and some of the instruments that will be needed for

only to reach the next step in translational research but

the further development and implementation of PM (see

also to bridge the entire healthcare value chain (see tab-

chapter 6). However the recommendations not only focus

le in chapter 6). Successful implementation of PM will still

on potential research topics, but also highlight general

demand ‘classical’, well-funded research consortia to acce-

developments and aspects that will foster innovation by

lerate the introduction of safe new diagnostics and thera-

PM approaches. To this end, stakeholders representing all

pies, for example by the validation of biomarkers. But too

relevant perspectives were included, such as research po-

many current approaches result in failure at some point

licy and funding, healthcare provision, and citizens’/pati-

along the development pipeline or do not demonstrate

ents’ needs and interests. As a result of this comprehensive

sufficient health benefits. For these reasons, additional

participation, a very broad spectrum of recommendations

funding for clinical implementation and ‘real-world’ as-

and potential fields of action has been identified. Given

sessment of these new personalised diagnostics and the-

that PM encompasses multiple topics and developments;

rapies is urgently needed. Research projects that are carri-

it has been a significant challenge to pinpoint reasonable

ed out in close collaboration with, for example, regulatory

concrete actions. Therefore most of the recommendations

bodies, healthcare providers, policy-makers, ethical, legal

of this SRIA should been seen in the context of the entire

and social experts and patient organisations can drive the

proposed package of activities. To tackle the five challen-

kind of innovation that is needed. This will confront rese-

ges as well as the 35 recommendations several enablers

archers with hitherto unfamiliar communication and co-

have to join forces on either European or national level.

operation requirements and funders with the need to fi-

Fortunately in several important areas this already is an

nance research teams and institutions that are far beyond

ongoing process.

traditional research organisations.

Several recommendations relate to more than one of the

As a result, the challenge for research funders and decisi-

defined five challenges or cut across more than one of the

on-makers will be to fund research beyond the classical

three broad areas of activity which have been identified

funding schemes. There will be a need to include more

(see figure 3 below). In these cases, the recommendations

communication and training modules, more outreach

have been ascribed to the challenge or activity area to

activities, and more non-research cross-sectoral projects

which they mainly relate, in the interest of producing a

to complement ‘classical’ basic and translational research

clearer picture. However, only a well-balanced and inter-

activities. Funding also needs to provide incentives to in-

linked package of measures will provide sufficient impact

clude specialists from a wide range of areas such as:

on the wellbeing of citizens, the sustainability of healthcare systems and the competitiveness of relevant indus-

•

Big data and information and communication technologies including data sharing and integration

tries in Europe and beyond. Therefore the very nature of
PM should be borne in mind by decision-makers to ensu-

•

Public health

re that actions take account of the inherent multi-discip-

•

ELSA (ethical, legal and social aspects)

linarity of this broad area of research. The disease-specific

•

Regulatory affairs

definition of research fields is becoming increasingly less

•

Industry, including SMEs
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National activities alone will not be sufficient to include all

rent European research infrastructures or between rese-

relevant stakeholders and to reach the ambitious goal of

arch infrastructures and other stakeholders in the field of

high-quality research and implementation across all areas

PM. In this context especially important ESFRI infrastruc-

of the healthcare system. ESFRI (European Strategy Forum

tures are BBMRI (Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources

on Research Infrastructures) is a successful and establis-

Research Infrastructure), ELIXIR (European Life Science In-

hed example of an activity on a European level whose

frastructure for Biological Information), EATRIS (European

results and achievements can be developed further and

Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in Medici-

applied for the needs of PM. This is especially true in the

ne) and ECRIN (European Clinical Research Infrastructure

area of data integration and sharing, either between diffe-

Network).

2

Data and ICT

Recommendations
■ 1, ■ 2, ■ 3, ■ 4, ■ 5,
■ 6, ■ 7

■ 2, ■ 3, ■ 7,
■ 15, ■ 30, ■ 32

1

Citizens and
Patients

■ 16, ■ 33

■ 1, ■ 2,
■ 3, ■ 6,
■ 10, ■ 13

Recommendations
■ 29, ■ 30, ■ 31, ■ 32,
■ 33, ■ 34, ■ 35

Recommendations
■ 8, ■ 9, ■ 10, ■ 11,
■ 12, ■ 13, ■ 14

5

Health
Systems

Recommendations
■ 15, ■ 16, ■ 17,
■ 18, ■ 19, ■ 20,
■ 21, ■ 22

3

■ 11, ■ 12,
■ 24, ■ 33

Research
Efforts

■ 1, ■ 17, ■ 10,
■ 18, ■ 19, ■ 34

4

Market
Access

Recommendations
■ 23, ■ 24, ■ 25, ■ 26,
■ 27, ■ 28

Figure 3 The SRIA recommendations. The 35 recommendations of the five challenges are outside the circle. Some of these recommendations are also related to other challenges, therefore they are shown again within the circle. Furthermore, there are manifold
interrelations between the five challenges; these have not been indicated in order to keep the clearness of the figure.
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6) Proposed Research Activities to foster Personalised Medicine
Below are a number of suggestions for PM research acti-

activities are published or in preparation, among others

vities and their expected impact without a prioritisation.

the Horizon 2020 work group ‘Personalized medicine, me-

These are based on PerMed research recommendations

chanisms, systems medicine, biomarkers and diagnostics’

and examples of national measures aimed at the de-

(Annex B, 19), the EAPM Research Road Map (in preparati-

velopment of PM approaches. In parallel other strategic

on) or the CASyM Road Map ‘Implementation of Systems

documents concerning PM implementation and research

Medicine across Europe (Annex C, 3).

ACTION PROPOSED

EXPECTED IMPACT

Research on the assessment of PM in comparison with
current models, e.g. in terms of ‘demonstrators’ to prove
the effectiveness and sustainability of such approaches
within health systems.

Information for decision makers, providers and the
public to support the implementation of promising PM
approaches.

Research on economic aspects at an early stage of innovative PM approaches.

Assessments of whether PM approaches already at an
early stage of development are economically appropriate. New tools for the economic assessment of PM.

Collaboration of funding organisations with healthcare
providers to identify diseases or group of diseases as a
paradigm for PM and fund research on relevant health
economics related to PM, e.g. for mental disorders and
intellectual deficit.

Demonstrator project for the added-value of PM – improvement of diagnosis and decrease of costs by the use
of high throughput technologies compared to conventional approaches.

Feasibility studies on health data cooperatives (HDCs)
with an assessment of ethical, legal and social implications comparing different European health systems.

Sound and rational basis for decision-makers in health
policy and providers.

Interdisciplinary research on ethical, legal and social
aspects of PM.

Generating empirical data to discuss and decide about
ethical, legal and social aspects of PM. Basis for the
incorporation of such results in the systematic early
dialogue on research and PM implementation.

Research on the adequacy of current regulatory pathways and development of new regulatory and legal
frameworks for PM/healthcare.

Adapted regulations and standards to support innovation as well as fast and safe access to PM approaches.

Research to investigate different trial designs and their
results; whether they have been successful in addressing
the question they were designed to answer, whether
they have been used for marketing authorisation purposes and if they have been successful in the applications.

Such an investigation would inform the regulatory process and the drug development process.

Research on tools for more personalised healthcare and
rehabilitation.

Paving the way for providers to implement standardised,
high quality and cost-effective healthcare and rehabilitation.
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ACTION PROPOSED

EXPECTED IMPACT

Establishing an open data integration platform for PM.

Already existing software applications and tools have to
be integrated into a security framework. The challenge
is to bring together multiple applications and multiple
data standards to allow a dataflow in a meaningful and
secure way.

Reclassification of diseases at the molecular level for
optimisation of therapeutic strategies.

Development of new and more effective diagnostic and
treatment tools.

Modelling of health and diseases by interdisciplinary
research projects, for example via systems medicine and
in silico modelling/simulation approaches.

The aim is the representation of health and disease
based on the simultaneous consideration of clinical,
biological, imaging, cognitive and behavioural data. Revelation of the characteristics of the cause of the disease
and the patient's personal constitution.

Support clinical validation of pharmacogenomics approaches that integrate age and gender considerations into
genetically divergent populations.

The findings will accelerate the translation from basic
research biomarker development to their efficient
implementation, optimise therapies, thereby reducing
inappropriate drug use, and reduce adverse drugs
events. The development of equitable PM approaches
for all patients, including woman, the elderly, children
and overlooked populations, will be promoted.

Research on phenotype–genotype correlations on existing data and specifically established cohorts.

Optimal use of national resources for established cohorts; better prediction of clinical outcome in trials.

Correlation studies of phenotypic evolution of diseases
in subgroups or individuals within longitudinal cohorts,
for example in terms of poly-pathologies, socio-economic inequalities and access to care.

Evidence on the impact of the environment on the
evolution of diseases. Support for decision makers and
providers to set up public health measures for disease
prevention and improvement of the performance of
health systems.

Develop inexpensive and rapid test systems to produce
a short development cycle for diagnosis and therapy,
e.g. ‘living test tubes’.

A better understanding of disease mechanisms related
to genetic variants and the design of biopharmaceutical
compounds, biologics, and medical devices with the
desired biological effect. Further improvement of stratification of patients for clinical trials.
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ACTION PROPOSED

EXPECTED IMPACT

Studies of genomic variants in European and non-European populations.

Stratification of patients into homogenous groups thereby increasing validity of clinical trials. Earlier diagnostic
markers would support the assessment of prognosis,
monitoring and identification of the most effective treatment for a given group of patients.

Development and validation of precision tools and tests
for accurate PM oriented diagnosis.

Tests and other tools for optimised and cost-effective
diagnosis and treatment.

Research to monitor long term treatments.

Optimised long-term treatments, e.g. in terms of toxicity.

Optimise individual drug therapies and poly-pharmacy
especially in the case of multi-morbidity.

More specific and effective drug therapies particularly
for the multi-morbid and elderly. Reduction of drugs
prescribed, side-effects and costs through fewer and
more specific therapies.

Multi-parametric assessment of the responsiveness to
preventive or therapeutic vaccines by subgroups or
individuals.

Elaboration and validation of predictive tools to implement PM in vaccination.

Research on drug interaction (drug–drug and drug–
gene).

Optimised therapies with minimised side-effects.

Clinical validation of candidate biomarkers for PM.

Increasing the number of well validated and robust
biomarkers with proven stratification potential ready for
clinical routine.

Furthermore, all research activities have to be supported by adapted frameworks in Europe as well as at the national
level in terms of health systems, insurers, providers, and regulatory bodies. Additionally the responsible authorities
need to put in place appropriate regulatory frameworks, recognise and overcome the normative and ethical challenges and, crucially, ensure that the patients’ and citizens‘ needs and interests are implemented (see also Challenges 1, 2, 4 and 5).
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7) A glimpse into the future
The implementation of PM is a major objective in Europe

through adequately funded and governed European

and beyond. A substantial amount of research has been

transnational research.

done already that has led to many innovative findings.
However, evidence for real benefits to national health sys-

Unfortunately independent international communica-

tems remains scarce. Results must now be consolidated

tion platforms – especially for funders, policy makers

and pilot studies conducted so that PM can be implemen-

and healthcare providers – are scarce. Given that stake-

ted into everyday healthcare. This is an on-going process

holders originate from highly diverse fields and in some

in Europe as well as in each Member State, demonstrated

cases lack a strong tradition of collaboration, new net-

for example by the recent EC call for ‘Piloting personalised

working structures need to be built. Thus transnational

medicine in health and care systems’. Also the European

European research consortia might be the nucleus for an

Institute of Innovation and Technology on Health (EIT

International Alliance for Personalised Medicine. Such an

Health) will surely add to the development of PM as it is

alliance, maybe on the basis of a coordination and sup-

leveraging the expertise of more than 140 leading organi-

port action (CSA) for PM, could include other countries

zations spanning key areas of healthcare such as pharma,

at the forefront of innovative and extensive research fun-

medTech, payers, research institutions and universities

ding, such as the US, Japan or Canada. In addition, it will

(https://www.eit-health.eu).

be crucial to also include developing countries facing a
rapid increase in the incidence of chronic diseases, as is

In parallel several national strategic programmes have

the case, for example, for diabetes in Mexico, India and

been set up or are in preparation (e.g. Canada, France,

Brazil. Besides giving access to new perspectives, appro-

Germany, United Kingdom and United States) and/or spe-

aches and research opportunities this could also open

cific funding measures on PM have been published or are

new business opportunities for these countries as well

being prepared (e.g. Finland, France, Ireland, Luxembourg,

as for Europe.

Netherlands and Spain).
Such transnational collaborative research actions that imFacing and overcoming the challenges listed in this SRIA

plement at least some of the recommendations identified

will significantly contribute to global research and inno-

by this SRIA would undoubtedly add value. One suitable

vation as well as to personal health and care. In the glo-

instrument in the European context could be an ERA-Net

bal context Europe has the potential to be a world centre

Cofund on PM with training and outreach modules as well

for research and development and to take a global lead

as support for cross-sectional projects. Such a cross-bor-

in the implementation of personalised prevention, diag-

der research funding scheme would be synergetic and

nosis and therapy. This calls for appropriate governance

complementary to on-going ERA-NETs (for example

strategies at the European level as it challenges the way in

ERA-Nets such as E-Rare, TRANSCAN or ERA-CoSysMed)

which healthcare systems worldwide are currently set up.

and international research consortia (e.g. IRDiRC, ICGC or
iHEC), and could collaborate closely with existing Europe-

To promote optimal PM implementation for the benefit

an platforms and research structures such as the ESFRIs.

of the citizens of Europe and beyond, details of national

Such European initiatives could be a good starting point

strategic initiatives, research activities and best practices

for further international activities which would generate

along the entire value chain have to be exchanged and,

enough impact to enable the implementation of PM rou-

where feasible, reasonably aligned. This can be achieved

tinely in the clinic and in health as a whole.
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seases Heidelberg, Germany | Zatloukal Kurt, Medical

and Efficiency in Healthcare, Germany | Larue Cathe-

University Graz, Switzerland
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C. Lectures at PerMed workshops
•

PerMed workshop Berlin, March 2014: http://www.

•

•

October 2014

European Health Forum Gastein (EHFG), October
2014: http://www.permed2020.eu/1420.php

Klein Christoph, University Munich, Germany: Best
Practice Example – Rare Diseases, EHFG Forum 4,

permed2020.eu/1408.php
•

Meulien Pierre, Genome Canada, Canada: Towards
Implementing Personalized Medicine in Canada,

•

Banken Reiner, Institut National d’Excellence en
Santé et en Services Sociaux, Canada: Health Tech-

•

•

•

Norstedt Irene, Unit Innovative and Personalised

nology Assessment for adding Value to Innovation,

Medicine, Research & Innovation DG, European

Berlin March 2014

Commission, Belgium: Personalised Medicine: an

Boorsma André, Netherlands Organisation for

EU Perspective, Berlin March 2014

Applied Scientific Research, The Netherlands: Best

•

Berlin March 2014
•

•

Andreu Antonio L., Instituto de Salud Carlos III,

Practice Example – Nutrition, EHFG Forum 4, Octo-

Spain: A Hospital’s Perspective, EHFG Forum 4, Oc-

ber 2014

tober 2014

Brand Helmut, University of Maastricht, The

•

Vayena Effy, University of Zurich, Switzerland:

Netherlands: Personalised Medicine for the Euro-

Legal and Ethical Aspect, EHFG Forum 4, October

pean Citizens, Berlin March 2014

2014

Ehmann Falk, European Medicines Agency, United
Kingdom: Early Dialogue and Regulatory Aspects,

Summaries of the four Session Presentations at the Work-

EHFG Forum 4, October 2014

shop I in Berlin, March 2014, http://www.permed2020.

Hajnal Ferenc, University of Budapest and Euro-

eu/1408.php:

pean Union of General Practitioners, Hungary: The

•

General Practitioner‘s Perspective, EHFG Forum 4,

1. Basic Research and New technologies

October 2014

2. Translational Research

Immonen‐Charalambous Kaisa, European Pati-

3. Regulation, Reimbursement & Market Access

ents‘ Forum, Belgium: Citizens’ Perspective and

4. Health (care) Systems and Personalised Medicine

Needs, EHFG Forum 4, October 2014
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9) Annexes
Annex A: PerMed Recommendations

5. Improve communication and education strategies
to increase patient health literacy.

All recommendations have been colour-coded according to
the activities referred to, which are grouped into three broad

6. Incorporate patient participation in the healthcare

areas. However, many recommendations do have a share in

system and increase the patient’s role in all phases

two or sometimes all three types of activity (see also figure 3

of research and development.

in chapter 5). In these cases, the recommendation has been
assigned to the activity deemed to have the major share.

7. Develop common principles and legal frameworks
that enable sharing of patient-level data for research in a way that is ethical and acceptable to pati-

The colour-coding is as follows:

ents and the public.

Recommendations on biomedical, health-related
ICT and health research

Challenge 2 – Integrating Big Data
and ICT Solutions

Recommendations on humanities and social sciences research

8. Promote strategies to make sense of ‘big data’.

Recommendations to improve the framework for

9. Develop and encourage the fast uptake of techno-

implementing PM (e.g. economic, organisational,

logies for data capture, storage, management and

regulatory, ethical, legal and social)

processing.
10. Promote the development of high quality sustain-

Challenge 1 – Developing Awareness and Empowerment
1. Provide further evidence for the benefit delivered
by PM to health systems.

able databases including clinical, health and wellbeing information.
11. Support translational research infrastructures and
enforce data harmonisation fostered by specific ICT
infrastructures designed to the health data.

2. Develop and promote models for individual responsibility, ownership and sharing of personal health data.

12. Support analytical methods and modelling approaches to develop new disease models, e.g. ‘Computerised Twins’ or a ‘Virtual Patient’.

3. Develop mobile health applications to maximise
engagement of patients with their treatment pa-

13. Develop new decision support tools and metho-

thways and track the safety and effectiveness of

dologies of ICT to analyse and interpret data in

these interventions.

order to support physicians in their decision-making process.

4. Understand how the changes related to PM will
impact public health and ensure they translate directly to benefits for individual citizens and society.

14. Create a European ‘big data’ framework and adapt
legislation.
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Challenge 3 – Translating Basic to
Clinical Research and Beyond

26. Encourage a systematic early dialogue between innovators, patients and decision-makers throughout
all regulatory steps to provide guidance and clarity.

15. Develop methods to better integrate and evaluate the information provided by genomic, epige-

27. Facilitate partnerships and innovation networks to

netic, transcriptomic, proteomic, metabolomic and

encourage cross-disciplinary and cross-border col-

microbiome analyses.

laboration in research and development using an
‘Open Innovation’ approach.

16. Support research in preclinical models to validate
hypotheses resulting from molecular analyses of

28. Provide support and guidance for companies to
enter the market for PM with sustainable business

patient samples and treatment outcomes.

cases.
17. Promote

collaborative

pre-competitive

and

trans-disciplinary research in all disease areas to
gain trustworthy and objective information.

Challenge 5 – Shaping Sustainable
Healthcare

18. Instigate a European-wide biomarker evaluation
and validation process.

29. Support health economics research of PM to support decision makers.

19. Promote longitudinal studies in the areas of PM.
30. Develop prospective surveillance systems for
20. Support developmWent of new clinical trial de-

personal health data that facilitate accurate and

signs and promote integration with concomitant

on-going assessment of highly dynamic health in-

preclinical testing.

formation across the life course.

21. Re-classify diseases at the molecular level.

31. Develop training programmes on PM for health
professionals.

22. Develop suitable funding models to enable crosssector working in PM research.

32. Encourage a citizen-driven framework for the adoption of electronic health records.

Challenge 4 – Bringing Innovation
to the Market

33. Promote engagement and close collaboration between patients, stakeholders and healthcare actors
across sciences, sectors and borders.

23. Formalise a risk-based approach for the evaluation
of PM.

34. Develop a framework for pricing and reimbursement for PM that ensures equitable access for all

24. Optimise individual drug therapies and poly-pharmacy especially in the case of multi-morbidity.
25. Support research on an adequate regulatory and
legal framework for PM.

patients – regardless of economic or geographic
status – and is sustainable for health systems.
35. Develop an optimised overall healthcare financing
strategy.
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Annex E: Abbreviations and Acronyms
BBMRI: Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research

Eucomed: represents the medical technology industry in

Infrastructure

Europe

CASyM: Coordinating Action Systems Medicine

EU-Openscreen: European Infrastructure of Open

EAPM: European Alliance for Personalised Medicine

Screening Platforms for Chemical Biology

EATRIS: European Advanced Translational Research Infra-

Euro-BioImaging: European Biomedical Imaging Infra-

structure

structure

EBE: European biopharmaceutical enterprises

EuropaBio: European Association for Bioindustries

EC: European Commission

HTA: Health Technology Assessment

ECRIN: European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network

ICGC: International Cancer Genome Consortium

EDMA: European Diagnostic Manufacturers Association

ICT: Information and Communication Technology

EHR4CR: Electronic Health Records for Clinical Research

Infrafrontier: European Infrastructure for Phenotyping

EIT Health: European Institute of Innovation and Techno-

and Archiving of Model Organisms

logy on Health

Instruct: An Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure

ELIXIR: European Life Science Infrastructure for Biological

for Europe

Information

iPS: induced pluripotent stem cells

ELSI: Ethical, Legal and Societal Issues

IPTS: Institute for Prospective Technological Studies

EMA: European Medicines Agency

IRDiRC: International Rare Diseases Research Consortium

EPEMED: The European Personalised Medicine Associati-

MEP: Member of European Parliament

on

MS: Member State/s

ERIC: European Research Infrastructure Consortium

NeIC: Nordic e-Infrastructure Collaboration

ESFRI: European Strategy Forum for Research Infrastruc-

PM: Personalised Medicine

tures

PMC: Personalised Medicine Coalition

ESPT: European Society of Pharmacogenomics and Perso-

SME: Small and medium-sized Enterprises

nalised Therapy

VPH: Virtual Physiological Human

EU: European Union

WP: Work Package
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